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PREFACE

The rhetorical theories in the philosophy of Sir Francis
Bacon are a tantalizing idea in a day when instruction in
composition seems to be directed from a modern Tower of
Babel.

The method of the commonplace book which served the

dual purpose of aiding a sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
student to discover and recover ideas and phrases is amply
referred to in historical and educational literature.

It

was the germ idea back of this research to attempt to find
if the 1597 edition of Sir Francis Bacon's Essays, those ten
short compositions, is merely a reworking of a page or pages
from the folios of his Promus of Formularies and Elegancies.
Numerous allusions were made of the possibility, but no
literature discovered indicated any unequivocal proof.

Not

even research into the original copy of Bacon's Promus
(Harleian MS. No. 7017) confirmed such a direct connection.
The author of this study first sought to pursue the research
by making a broad foray into the educational philosophy of
Renaissance England, especially as it related to rhetorical
theories of composition.

In the final steps of the study,

he sought to isolate more precisely Bacon's attitude toward
language.

The influence of the commonplace book on Bacon's

v

early writings and their aphoristic and antithetical style
is the most difficult part of the study because of the need
to observe just what kind of revisions appear between the
1597 and the 1625 editions of the Essays, a clue to the
development of Bacon's prose.
The influence of the commonplace book as a means of
discovering and recovering worthwhile ideas was found to be
incontrovertible.

But the l5B7 edition of the Essays was

not discovered to be the result of the work of a zealous and
eager printer who sought to make early merchandise out of
pages of the Promus.

The above statement does not minimize

the Promus as Bacon originally intended it, but it does
imply that its chief purpose was to stimulate Bacon1s fertile
mind and imagination to set down in concentrated doses the
wisdom which his genius could convert to aphorisms.

It is

the opinion of this author that the Promus as rhetorical
invention has a great deal to commend itself to the teaching
of grammar and composition in the twentieth century.
Inasmuch as copies of the 1597 edition of Bacon's
Essays do not appear in many volumes of his works, a type
script facsimile is included in the Appendix for the reader's
(and writer's) convenience in observing the style of this
early effort of Bacon.

This facsimile of those first ten

vi
essays is taken from an original 1597 edition owned by the
Henry Huntington Library and Art Gallery in Los Angeles,
California.

Most editions of Bacon's Essays are the 1625

enlarged edition after the passing years had expanded his
understanding of both his method and his subject.
Expressions of gratitude are in order to Dr. Charles E.
Walton, a valued friend, teacher, . and advisor, for his firm
yet gentle encouragements in the pursuit of this study; to
Mr. Richard L. Roahen for his assistance; to Mr. Robert
Hampton and the staff of the William Allen White Library in
securing a copy of the original manuscript of Bacon's Promus
of Formularies and Elegancies from the British Museum, with
the help of Dr. Theodore C. Owen, and the original edition
of Bacon's Essays of 1597 from the Henry Huntington Library;
and to Miss Vera Newcomer, Latin teacher of the El Dorado
(Kansas) High School, who assisted in translating trouble
some Latin quotations.

Finally, I give special gratitude to

my wife, Evelyn, who gave me invaluable assistance in typing
the manuscript from an almost indecipherable copy, and to
my three sons, who were patient and especially understanding
while Dad was engrossed in this study.

To all, who directly

or indirectly contributed to this project, I offer my
sincerest thanks.
August, 1968
Hesston, Kansas

C. N. M.

CHAPTER I

THE BACKGROUND FOR A STUDY OF BACON
AND LITERARY COMPOSITION

Somewhat facetiously, one may say that all great writers
are born, but not that all great writers are born made.
Bacon is no exception to this jest.

The full splendor of

the writing abilities of great men is invariably the result
of long periods of study, discipline, or apprenticeship.

A

student of Bacon's genius does well to attempt to ascertain
the persons behind the scene who influenced the man and his
art.

Just who that person was or those persons were in

young Bacon's case are not simple to identify.

A careful

study of various biographies of Bacon corroborates the view
of this author that not a great deal is known of his early
years.

Heltzel, however, suggests that scholars are now

able to identify Bacon's first tutor up to the time when
Francis and his brother Anthony went to Trinity College,
Cambridge. 1

He further notes that on October,s, 1578, a

sermon was preached by a John Walsall at Paul's Cross and

lVirgil B. Heltzel, "Young Francis Bacon's Tutor," MLN,
LXIII (November, 1948), 483.

2

later pUblished, in which a letter of dedication was directed
to Lady Anne Bacon to whom Walsall wanted " . . • to make
some outwarde shewe of mine inwarde heartie thanksgiving
for the benefits bestowed upon, and the trust reposed in me
your humble and faithful servant."

Two of these manuscripts

exist, one at Lambeth palace and the other in the Bodleian
Libraries.

The dedication reveals:

And when I considered, that by my Lorde and your
Ladyship I was first called from the universitie
to teach your two sonnes (and those such children,
as for the true feare of God, zealous affection
to this word, obedience to their parents, reverence
to their superiours, humility to their inferiours,
love to their instructour, I never knewe any
excell them) and also by the same meanes I was
likewise first called from teaching of children,
to enstruct men, verely I could not but dedicate
the first fruites of these my so generall labours
to some of that house, whence I was first sent
out to be a poore labourer in the Lord's great
harvest. 2
Heltzel observes that the aforementioned John Walsall
was reputed to be chaplain to Lord Keeper Bacon in 1569,
but that the period of his employment began shortly after
his graduation from Christ Church, Oxford, in June, 1566. 3
At that time, Francis Bacon was only five or six years old.

2Quoted in ibid., p. 484.
3Loc. cit.

3

This employment likely continued until the end of 1569.
Walsall was a student at Christ Church, Oxford, by 1563.
He received his B. A. degree on June 25, 1566; his M. A.
degree on July 9, 1568; and his D. D. degree on July 6, 1584.
The sermon alluded to was the only work pUblished so far as
one may discover.

The dedication was designed to please

Lady Anne Bacon, who was highly learned and strictly pious,
with doctrines and sectarian ideas which would have been
welcome to her. 4
Lady Anne Bacon, mother of Sir Francis, was a Puritan,
interested in the religious controversies of the time as
they raged in a theological triangle between Rome, Canterbury,
and Geneva. 5

One should remember that any instructor of her

son needed to satisfy her strict Calvinist persuasions.

The

death of his father, Sir Nicholas Bacon, on March 9, 1579,
placed Francis under the apparently indulgent care of his
mother. 6

The early death of Sir Nicholas dealt a great blow

to the son's long range prospects for position in high
places, inasmuch as young Bacon now had to work to gain his

4 Ibid ., p. 485.
of

~

5Catherine Drinker Bowen, Francis Bacon:
Man, p. 57.
6Ibid., p. 42.

The Temper

4

livelihood and assume his place at the very bottom of the
patronage and preferment.

In his Essay,

"Of Great Place,"

he indicates that his dreams of a rise to position did not
always materialize as he had wished.

Perhaps, Lady Bacon's

Puritan sympathies made it possible for her son to question
the positions of the Elizabethan Reformation and the tradi
tions which he came to regard as morally poverty-stricken
and incapable of bettering man.
Heltzel reviews the various attempts made by scholars
to determine who may have been the tutor of young Francis.
For example, Eagle sought to prove that it was Sir Anthony
Cooke (the father of Lady Bacon) who was the tutor.

Thomas

and Williams proposed the idea that Lady Anne Bacon (the
mother) possessed both the interest and the competence to
teach her two sons.

But, according to Heltzel, neither

theory has any proof. 7

Not all scholars are of the opinion

that Lady Anne Bacon remained so aloof to the tutorship of
her sons.

For example, Farrington, a student of Bacon's

philosophy, states that Anne Cooke, daughter of Sir Anthony
Cooke, was one of three sisters famous for their scholar
ship and that the classical languages of Latin, Greek, and

7Heltzel, ~. cit., pp. 483-484.
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Hebrew were their specialities. 8

Farrington is not sure

whether she was proficient in Hebrew, but is certain that
she could write a letter in Greek.

Furthermore, in the

Bacon family circle, Sir Nicholas and Lady Anne could dis
pute the rival merits of Cicero and Seneca.

Sir Nicholas

was an Anglican, and Lady Anne was a member of the first
generation of fervent Protestants who established the habit
of family worship.

She was a Calvinist in theology and a

Puritan in morals, and Bible reading and family worship
were common in their horne.

She became overly protective,

however, and censorious of her matured sons. 9

As a devout

Calvinist, she objected strenuously to the residence of
Anthony in a section of London in the neighborhood of a
theater. 10

perhaps, the most accurate picture of Bacon's

earliest years is that which shows that he was educated at
horne, probably by private tutors, including John Walsall,
his father, and his mother. ll

He was early taught Latin

8Benjamin Farrington, Francis Bacon:
Industrial Science, p. 20.

Philosopher of

9Ibid ., pp. 21-22.
10 Bowen,

QP..

.
c~t.,

p. 81 .

llAdwin Wigfall Green, Sir Francis Bacon:
Works, pp. 9-10.

His ~ and

6

Greek, and possibly Italian (his mother translated a number
of sermons on predestination and the election of God from
that language) and surely French, a popular language during
Elizabeth's reign. 12

Studies of language were popular in

the education of Elizabethan youth.

Moreover, Bacon received

strict indoctrination with Nonconformist zeal from his mother
and a patriotic love of his Queen and country from his
father.
If it is true that times make the man, one must con
sider the educational matrix out of which Bacon came, because
the Renaissance was an age of change that reached deeply
into academia.

Bacon, subject to influence both religious

and political, undoubtedly could not have resisted the
educational renewals that marked this age.

He was a product

of his era.
In the sixteenth century, English education was pro
foundly altered by the two-pronged changes fostered by the
Renaissance that had previously spread out from Italy and
the Reformation to give a complete face-lifting to the
religious life of all of Europe, England included.

The

Renaissance represented the first shock wave that swept

12 LoC • cit.

7

across England from the English Channel.

The whole new

spirit of inquiry which characterized the onset of the
Renaissance brought with it a decline in the entrenched con
servatism that tended (and still tends) to mark the learning
process.

To call the Renaissance a rebirth of learning is

to establish almost a misnomer, because learning in England
was never dead. 13

Leach explains that, through the intro

duction of Christianity into England, a study of Latin
became the sum total of the best education of the finest
schools of the day.

Forward-looking educators of the late

medieval years of English history were always searching for
ways to improve the quality and the content of their educa
tion.

with this vanguard of educators carne the introduction

of Greek and other classical subjects into the curriculum of
the English secondary school, in the Renaissance tradition.
But it can hardly be said that the introduction of the study
of Greek or Hebrew or the refinement of the study of Latin
brought with it the major reforms of the sixteenth century.14
The ordinary schools, however, were likely to have been
little influenced by the new trends of the Renaissance.

13A . F. Leach, The Schools £[Medieval England, p. 248.
.,......
•t
14T:=.Q£..
£.L.
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Curtis also agrees that the term, Renaissance, is a misnomer.
He contends that Renaissance, as a rebirth of learning, is
an inaccurate definition, because learning had never died
out. 1S

Education in medieval times was rooted in church

dogma.

The learning of Latin was the main emphasis in

medieval schools.

~

The Latin authors that were read may have

varied, because religious instructors could hardly have been
interested in promoting some of the skeptical works of
Horace and Juvenal, as they referred
dying divinities of Greece and Rome.

~o

the activities of the

Curtis maintains that

the great differences between the Middle Ages and the days
of the Renaissance may be best described as a difference in
attitude that may be summed up in one word, Humanism. 16
Leach agrees with this view, as follows:
The true virtue of what is known as the Renaissance
is much better expressed in the term Humanism. It
is not the introduction of Greek or the imitation
of Cicero, the preference for the study of grammar
over dialectic, or for the details of philology
instead of the niceties of logic, which constitute
the Renaissance. It was the substitution of
humanism for divinity, of this world for the next,
as the object of living, and therefore of educa
tion, that differentiated the humanists from their

lSStanley James Curtis, History of Education in Great
Britain, p. 73.
16Loc • cit.
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predecessors. For a thousand years the attention
of educated mankind had been concentrated on its
latter end, or on what was feared to follow it.
Not life but death had been the subject of culture.
Not how to prepare for life but how to prepare
for death was the sole object of education. The
humanists' progress consisted in the adoption of
the dogma, liThe noblest study of mankind is man. 1117
Herein, lies the most obvious difference between the attitude
of life of the Middle Ages and that of the Renaissance, an
emphasis on this world or the next.

One who reads history

or the authors of the pre-Renaissance era must become aware
of a preoccupation with religion, so that all of life con
tributed to the success of man's earthly probation in prepa
ration for the next world.

Humanism emphasized the "now"

and insisted that education must help men to live, not pre
pare them to die.

Perhaps, here is the clue to Bacon's

succinct statement that knowledge is best used in lithe relief
of man's estate" and for lithe benefit and use of man."
Humanism left its mark on the mind of Bacon.
Schools of higher education or grammar of the sixteenth
century were frequently thoughtof as Tudor inventions,
although they were medieval in origin. 18

This reputation

involved the universities, as well as the cathedral schools,

17Leach, ~. cit., pp. 248-249.
18Craig R. Thompson, Schools in Tudor England, pp. 3-4.
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the collegiate schools, and the grammar schools.

Thompson

observes, moreover, that the grammar schools became the most
popular during the early Tudor period and became an impres
sive factor in providing free education.

Schools were no

longer solely maintained by and for the church, because many
grammar schools were established by laymen. 19

Grammar'

schools were usually dedicated to supporting the standard
medieval curriculum of the trivium and the quadrivium:

the

trivium of grammar, logic, and rhetoric; the quadrivium of
arithmetic, music, geometry, and astronomy.20

This study is

mostly concerned with the emphasis upon the study of Latin
grammar, designed to help students in their reading of Latin,
even though selections were quite circumscribed.
teaching was oral teaching. 21

Medieval

Because of the absence or

shortage of textbooks, the master read and explained a pas
sage to his pupils, making them repeat after him.
parsed, wrote, and repeated memorized sentences.

Pupils
This was

standard method of studying language, especially Latin, by

19L oc.

't

~.

20Foster Watson, The English Grammar Schools to 1660:
Their Curriculum and Practice, pp. 2~4.
21Curt is, 2£. cit., p. 77.
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the time the Renaissance was making its impact felt in
England.

This oral method was to change drastically, how

ever, with the invention of printing.

As books became more

plentiful, teachers and pupils relied on them to a greater
extent. 22
The main function of the grammar school was clearly
defined and understood as the teaching of Latin. 23

The

Renaissance added Greek and Hebrew in the sixteenth century;
but, according to Thompson, the main purpose throughout
seven years of grammar school consisted of a daily memoriza
tion and analysis of texts, an incessant practice of composi
tion that included the mastery of reading, writing, and
speaking Latin.

This Renaissance theory of education was

founded on the study of language.

Grammar was defined by

medieval masters as the art of interpreting poets and his
torians and of speaking and writing correctly.24

There is

little wonder that the Renaissance produced some of England's
greatest writers.
As any teacher of Latin knows, teaching and drilling

22 Watson,2£..

.

c~t.,

p. 5•.

23 .
Thompson,2£.. cit., p. 15.
24Loc • cit.
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students in a language as highly inflected as Latin takes
time.

Moreover, almost every reputable sixteenth-century

master followed the same route in accomplishing his purpose,
that of memorizing, reciting, construing, and composing.

In

addition, every boy (for girls were not considered fit sub
jects to receive a grammar school education) had to keep a
notebook or commonplace book in which to record and, then,
learn Latin idioms, quotations, or figures useful in written
composition or oratory.

Much of the breadth of learning and

impressive storehouse of quotation found in Elizabethan
literature comes from these commonplace books. 25
As mentioned earlier, the last intellectual phase of
the Renaissance was known as Humanism.

It placed an emphasis

upon the beauty of this world and human affairs, rather than
upon the life to come.
its emphasis on the

II

This new aspect of learning, with

now ," was regarded as that which taught

mankind how to live most fittingly in the present.
were not the first to reject the hard-core narrow

Humanists
lI

o ther-

worldliness" of the Middle Ages and seek a joy in living and
and an inspiration for achievement in this life. 26

Graves

25 Ib id ., p • 16.
~

26 prank Pierrepont Graves, A History of Education during
Middle Ages and the Transition to Modern ~imes, p. 109.
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notes that, with the writings of the Greeks and Romans as
their models, humanists produced a literature of their own,
a literature ornate and florid that had not existed since
the most glamorous days of Rome.

All types of literature

began to flourish, and these writings, with their historical
and social implications, ushered in the spirit of modern
times. 27

One must remember that this legacy was also Bacon's,

for he, in humanist fashion, was concerned about man.

Since

Bacon drank deeply of the humanist philosophy, as well as
from general Renaissance attitudes, it is helpful to examine
some theories concerning the teaching of language in
Elizabethan England.

These man-oriented theories of language

and education may be observed, as well, in Bacon's own atti
tudes because of his wish to defeat the ignorance that was
shackling humanity and his desire to conquer nature for the
benefit of all mankind.
The greatest moving spirit in introducing the ideas of
Humanism into England was a teacher from Holland by the name
of Desiderius Erasmus, often referred to as the first great
humanist.

Erasmus was invited to lecture at Oxford, where

27 Loc • cit.
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he became acquainted with many English scholars. 28

Later,

he moved among Italian universities and absorbed much of the
classics, Patristics, and general knowledge of Greece and
Rome designed, as Graves points out, to dispel general
ignorance.

He edited books on Latin topics and a large

number of Greek and Latin classics, mqking the sayings of
the ancients familiar to many.

Graves thinks that Erasmus's

Adagia, so intriguing to Bacon, was for the most part a
compilation of

pro~erbs,

maxims, and witty sayings in the

'manner of a commonplace book, selected for the main purpose
of correcting church abuses.

In his Colloquia, he arraigned

the prevailing conditions in education, religion, and
society.

As a humanist, yet faithful to the church, he did

not look upon religion as something distinct from the rest
of man's training.

In his world view, anything that illu

mined the individual and uplifted both him and his social
. order was idealistic, like piety, learning, moral duty, and
manners. 29

His humanism is broadly conceived, concerned not

only with a mere study of language and form, but with the
grasp of ideas and content and with the methods of their

28 Ib id., p. 150.
29 Ibid ., pp. 151-152.
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acquisition.

Generally, it represents an attempt at the

synthesis of biblical training and the new education in the
classics. 30
There is a remarkable similarity between Bacon and
Erasmus.

Because English humanists patterned

much of their

theories upon Erasmus's beliefs, Graves examines the educa
tional ideals of the Dutch humanist.

Erasmus believed that

universal education should start in infancy with a mother's
training her children in health, good habits, and self
control until the child is six or seven years old.

Children

should master the elements of reading, writing, and drawing
by means of informal methods largely observed in their
experiences with their mother.

At seven, the responsibility

for a boy's education should be assumed by the father or
tutor with training in the Scriptures, Patristics, and Greek
and Latin classics of sufficient scope to capture the spirit
of the ancient authors.

Grammar was merely an adjunct to

literature and the classics.

According to Erasmus, all

education must illumine the classics.

30 Ibid ., p. 153.
3lill.Q..., p. 152.

3l

In his De Civitate
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Erasmus, as Graves shows, states his dim of education:
• . . the first and most important part is that the
youthful mind may absorb the seeds of piety; next,
that it may love and thoroughly learn the liberal
arts; third, that it may be prepared for the duties
of life; and fourth, that it may from the earliest
years be straightway accustomed to the rudiments .
of good manners. 32
Again, there are echoes of Erasmus to be observed in Bacon.
For example, in his De Ratione Studii, Erasmus states that
· . . the fundamental end of elementary teaching is
composition written and oral. It is to be attained
through imitation of the best ancient models in
each kind of composition. From these one learns
the grammar, logic, and rhetoric requisite to com
position. So each time one gets enough of systema
tic minima in grammar, logic, and rhetoric to begin
to understand what these authors have done. He then
learns directly from the concrete applications of
the authors, not from the abstract principles of
the theorists. 33
Thus, at each stage Erasmus provides for a preliminary mini
mum of theory, illustration from authors, and application
in actual composition, both oral and written.

In these

exercises, the imitative application is the fundamental
objective.

Baldwin further explains that

• • . it should be noticed, also, that Erasmus
makes two stages of these processes. In the first

32Quoted in ibid., p. 151.
33Quoted in Thomas Whitfield Baldwin, William
Shakspere s Small Latine and Lesse Greeke, I" 92.
I
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stage, the boy gets oral composition by memorizing
phrases for all the ordinary operations of life,
learns the simplest rules of grammar, studies simple
authors as models for speaking and writing, and
constructs simple themes as his written composition.
In the second stage, the boy masters the more dif
ficult rules of grammar. 34
From an evaluation of the views of Bacon and Erasmus,
one gathers more than a coincidental agreement.
not deplore the values of grammar.

Erasmus did

He merely was concerned

with the timing and emphasis of grammatical studies in the
course of a boy's education.

For instance, in his De Ratione

Studii, he explains his position rather fully, as follows:
But I must make my conviction clear that, whilst a
knowledge of the rules of accidence and syntax is
most necessary to every student, still they should
be as few as possible. I have no patience with the
stupidity of the average teacher of grammar, who
wastes precious years in hammering rules into
children's heads. For it is not by learning rules
that we acquire the power of speaking a language,
but by daily intercourse with those accustomed to
express themselves with exactness and refinement,
and by the copious reading of the best authors.
Upon this latter point we do well to choose such
works as are not only sound models of style, but
are instructive by reason of their subject matter
Some proficiency of expression being thus
attained, the student devotes his attention to the
content of ancient literatures. It is true, of
course, that in reading an author for the purposes
of vocabulary and style the student cannot fail to
gather something beside. But I have in mind much
more than this when I speak of studying "content."

34Quoted in ibid., p. 93.
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For I affirm that with slight qualification the whole
of attainable knowledge lies included within the
literary monuments of ancient Greece. This great
inheritance I will compare to a limpid spring of
whose undefiled waters it behooves all who truly
thirst to drink and be restored. 35
Erasmus, to some extent, sounds rather modern, almost antici
pating the rise of the "new grammar" of the mid-twentieth
century.

However, his view was of sixteenth-century vintage

when one recognizes the great importance placed upon imita
tion in the practice of composition and oratory.

A student

not only was expected to master content; he also was urged
to develop a vocabulary and imitate the style of the "best
authors. II

By and large, this is the basic theory by which

Bacon became a man of politics, philosophy, and letters.
The reading of the IIbest authors" was recommended by Erasmus,
who impatiently expressed his views concerning the practices
of medieval grammarians who concentrate on rules rather than
on daily reading of the work, of those who express them
selves with exactness and good taste. 36
The Elizabethan method of providing for thematic
material may also be traced to Erasmus.

By Bacon's time,

35Quoted in Graves, ~. cit., pp. 152-153.
36Kenneth Charlton, Education in Renaissance England,

p. 109.
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the skeleton system of theme writing -lthe apothegms, and the
adages of Erasmus) was already in existence.

Undoubtedly,

this system was in vogue by the time young Bacon came under
the influence of a formal English education. 37

A system

based upon lecture, memorization, interpretation, parsing,
repeating, and imitating was designed to stamp the thoughts
of the best authors indelibly upon the minds of learned
grammarians. 38

It is likely that Bacon's mind h~d been

impressed with conventional construes similar to those prac
ticed in the sixteenth-century grammar school.
The school which seemed to have been the most influenced
by the Erasmus system of humanism and which eventually became
a pattern for other schools throughout England was Eton.
Sir Nicholas Bacon drew up statutes for St. Alban's under
the date of May 17, 1570, in which he included "Articles to
be recited to them that shall offer their children to be
taught in the school."

The curriculum at St. Alban's

belonged to the Erasmus tradition of the Eton system.

39

Earlier, a reference was made to a skeleton system of theme

37 Ba l dwin, Q£. cit., II, 301.
38Baldwin, Q£. cit., I, 681.
39 Ibid ., I, 393.

--
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writing.

In the Eton system under Elizabeth, in the tradi

tion of Erasmus, boys, by the third form, could string
together enough sententia.e to name the result a theme.

In

the fourth form, themes were still written in prose, as were
the themes of the fifth form, but the boys were now adding
a rhetorical polish. 40

According to Charlton,

. . . the two main virtues to be aspired to were
copiousness of vocabulary and variety of style.
The reading of Latin authors and the keeping of
a commonplace book in which could be written down
words and idiomatic phrases from "authoritative ll
sources to be used in the various written and
oral exercises, formed the background to the main
business of writing and speaking Latin. 41
The matter of the writing themes and compositions was of
paramount importance.

Charlton adds that every student

should have had some previous experience with theme writing
based upon the habit of keeping commonplace books, a practice
which was meant to give polish to his Latin, to give him a

I

storehouse of words and phrases, and to elevate his style
almost to the level of poetry.42

The objectives of this

conventional system of instruction in logic and rhetoric had
-,

40 Ibid ., I, 370.
41Charlton, ~. cit., p. 110.
42 Ibid ., p. 143.
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fair agreement among the schoolmasters.

It was on the

methods of presentation that they disagreed the most, men
like Philip Melanchthon, Peter Ramus, Richard Brinsley,
Johann Sturm, Thomas Elyot, Abraham Fraunce, Roger Ascham,
Vives, and a host of other educators.

43

This system was

part of Bacon's heritage.
The Humanist movement in England produced some out
standing treatises on education.

One was Elyot's The Book

Named the Governor (1531), described by some scholars as
the first full-fledged portrayal of the Humanist point of
view in the English language.

Dedicated to King Henry VIII,

the book has as its main theme (as stated in its Proem) the
education of

II

a gentleman which is to have authority

in the public weal. 1144

It deals with the threefold subject

matter of political theory, education, and moral philosophy,
and seeks to delineate a way of life for England's governing
class and to prescribe the education necessary to prepare
that class to perform its task well.

It is the latter part

of the first of the three sections which presents a program

43Baldwin, 2£. cit., II, 28.
44Sir Thomas Elyot, The Book Named the Governor (ed.
by S. E. Lehmberg), p. xiii.
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of education for both the minds and bodies of prospective
governors.

45

What seems rather unusual about this book's portraying
a humanistic education for England's princes and governors
is its emphasis upon the physical pursuits and skill at arms,
and training in such courtly niceties as music and dancing,
as well as discipline for the growing mind.

Elyot was less

concerned with men's maneuvering their ways upward through
the ranks of society into the high offices of state than he
was in seeking to prepare the sons of England's gentry for
a life of public service to which birth had destined them.
Elyot stressed three essential aims in education: the develop
ment of a clear and refined speech, the importance of play
in the early years of learning, and the ability to learn
( speak and

.) a f
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He

believed in the teachable moment when a student was ready
to receive proper instruction.

He

thou~that

the most

common mistake of schoolmasters was that of introducing
pupils to studies before they had arrived at the age wherein
they could appreciate such learning.

4Curt~s,
5·
46
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p. 78 •

"Lord God, how many
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good and clean wits of children be nowadays perished by
ignorant schoolmasters ~ ,,4 7

It is novel in a Renaissance

treatise on education to place such an emphasis upon physical
activities--outdoor sports such as wrestling, running, swim
ming, hunting, hawking, and archery above all.

He adds that

indoor recreation should include the game of chess, but
warns of the perils of using dice.

48

Inasmuch as he was concerned with the nature of the
smdy of language and composition, Elyot followed the human
ist view that boys should make a thorough study of poetry in
order to imitate the great deeds portrayed therein.

49

He

considers this imitation to be of great import in his educa
tional scheme, especially for composition and declamation,
in the recognizable ideal of Erasmus.

He maintained, how

ever,a conservative tone, because the moral upheavals during
the reign of Henry VIII were upsetting the stability of
England's society.

In his conservative manner, he sought to

present an idea of a gentleman's responsibility in keeping

47Elyot, ~. cit., p. 57.
4Curt~s,
8·

~.

.t
9-.,
p. 79 •

49william Howard Woodward, Studies in Education during
the Age of the Renaissance, 1400-1600, p. 283.
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with the sixteenth-century concept of the Chain of Being, in
which a prince was obligated to rule, and all men were
unquestionably sUbject to the crown. 50

Without vastly

upsetting the traditional pattern of education, Elyot sug
gested that a prince's education was dependent primarily
upon the obtaining and retaining of a good tutor, without
concern for the expenses involved.

To Elyot, education

properly directed would turn a young man into a leader and
a governor of men. 51
In spite of Elyot's conservatism, Baldwin thinks that
his ideas " • • • in The Governor . • . are • • . a rather
far cry from the grammar schools.,,52

Because of Elyot's

exclusive concern for the education of England's gentry in
a period of unstable times,
• grammar school masters faced a situation so
different that . . . Sir Thomas could . . . have
had but little if any influence on them. For
tunately for an English Renaissance, Erasmus and
men of his mind had already determined the funda
mental curriculum and the pedagogical processes
and attitudes of the grammar schools, so that
following his lead, the schoolmasters had quite

50Joan Simon, Education and Society in Tudor England,
pp. 152-153.
51Elyot, 2£. cit., pp. 27-28.
52Baldwin, 2£. cit., I, 197.
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early agreed upon what authors awong the Latins
were most worthy of imita.tion, and consequently
used them for constructions in their more prag
matic and less utopian, more "human" and less
"heavenly" scheme of things. 53
Surely, Bacon was subject to some of the ideas expressed in
The Governor, because of the gentility of the home into
which he was born.

After all, Elyot outlined a plan for the

training of gentlemen.

In spite of his advocacy of the

learning of both Greek and Latin, he sought, throughout his
life, to make the ideas and views of Renaissance Humanism
available to Englishmen in their own vernacular.

54

Another important Renaissance book on education is
Roger Ascham's The Schoolmaster.

Ascham's distinctive method

of instructing language was that of "double translation," a
method that was probably used in the tutoring of Prince
Edward.

It was not altogether original, inasmuch as it was

based upon the ideas of the German humanist, Johann Sturm,
who, a Ciceronian in his style, became Ascham's model. 55
Ascham introduced written composition more fully into school

53 Ibid ., I, 199.
54 E 1 yot, 22..

.

c~t.,

p.
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55Graves, 22.. cit., p. 166.
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practice than did any other master of the time. 56

A study

of The Schoolmaster shows that he required three books:

one

for written translations from Latini one for a written retranslation of the English back into Latini and one for a
record of observations of the usage of classical writers in
the idioms which the pupil was likely to want for his own
Latin composition.
a commonplace book.

The last served both as a copy book and
watson thinks that Ascham was not really

an educational reformer, but merely a spokesman in an age of
an increase in the number of printed books.

57

Baldwin seeks

to justify Ascham's method of double translation in the
following way:
The fundamental lies in Ascham's particular theory
of imitation. He, too, wishes to train his students
to write like Cicero, but he argues that the way to
do this is not by direct imitation of Cicero, or
by studying how successful writers have imitated
Cicero. Instead, one should study how Cicero has
imitated the Greeks. 58
Erasmus also had proposed this same theory for imitation,
although he did not formulate such a precise method of

56Watson, ~. cit., p. 186.
57 Ibid ., p. 187.
58Baldwin, ~. cit., I, 261.
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application. 59

Ascham explains his plan of double trans la

tion as follows:
First, let him teach the child, cheerfully and
plainly, the course and matter of the letter; then
let him construe it into English, so oft as the
child may easily carry away the understanding of
it; lastly parse it over perfectly. This done,
let the child by and by both construe and parse
it over again, so that it may appear that the
child doubteth in nothing that his master taught
him before. The child must take a paper book,
and sitting in some place, where no man shall
prompt him, by himself, let him translate into
English his former lesson. Then showing it to
his master, let the master take from him his
Latin book, and pausing an hour, at the least,
then let the child translate his own English
into Latin again, in another paper book. When
the child bringeth it, turned into Latin, the
master must compare it with Tullie's book, and
lay them both together . . . . 60
'
Ascham's plan simply means that one paper book held the stu
dent's translation of the Latin into English, and another,
the English back, again, into Latin.

The third book became

the storehouse of words, phrases, and sentences that the
student could use, if he desired, in his own compositions.
Ascham believed that the greatest error in educational
practices consisted of requiring a student too soon to

59Ibid., I, 262.
60Roger Ascham,
Ascham, III, 90.

"The Schoolmaster," The Works of Roger
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attempt the writing of Latin compositions, a practice which
he thought formed bad linguistic habits difficult to change. 6l
He adhered rather closely to his Ciceronian model, Johann
sturm, in outlining this program. 62

Baldwin describes

Ascham's curriculum in which a boy at the age of seven will
spend nine years in grammar school and five in advanced work,
being thus considered fully prepared to assume the duties of
citizenship at twenty-one.

In the first three years, or

until he is nine or ten, the boy memorizes precepts and
their illustrations.

In his fourth year, among other things,

he seeks out commonplaces, figures of speech, and examples
of arguments.

In his fifth year, he is to spend some time

gathering words and accumulating formulas of sententiae.

In

his sixth year, he will be occupied with an understanding of
more ornate rhetorical precepts.

In his seventh year, he

will mix dialect with rhetoric, using Aristotle as his guide.
In his eighth year, he will continue his study of Aristotle,
with an emphasis upon practice rather than precept, thus to
be freed from systematic theory, but in formal Aristotelian
logic. 63

61Ibid., pp. 88-89.
6Curtl.s,
2·

.QI2..

.
Clot.,
p. 79 .

63 Ba l dwin, 2£. cit., II, 23-26.
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Baldwin also notes that Ascham condemned a too heavy
reliance upon epitomes which ignored the imitation of authors,
knowing that some schoolmasters used moral precepts and rules
as the sententiae with which to instruct in grammar and
phrasing.

Ascham does not object, however, to commonplace

books, because they revealed method and supplied a nucleus
of information. 64
..

,

~m~tat~on

0

Anything which fell short of a clear

fC~cero,
'
h owever, was anath ema to h'~m. 65

Never

theless, Ascham falls under the censure of Bacon, who
explains,
So that these four causes concurring, the admira
tion of ancient authors, the hate of the schoolmen,
the exact study of languages, and the efficacy of
preaching, did bring in an affectionate study of
eloquence and copy of speech, which then began to
flourish. This grew speedily to an excess; for
men began to hunt more a.fter words than matter;
and more after choiceness of the phrase, and the
round and clean composition of the sentence, and
the sweet falling of the clauses, and the varying
and illustration of their works with tropes and
figures, than after the weight of matter, worth
of subject, soundness of argument, life of inven
tion, or depth of judgment . . . . Then did Car
of Cambridge, and Ascham, with their lectures
and writings, almost deify Cicero and Demosthenes,
and allure all young men that were studious unto
that delicate and polished kind If learning . . • .

64Ascham,

Ql2..

cit., p~ 201.

65 Ibid ., p. 204.
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Then grew the learning of the schoolmen to be
utterly despised as barbarous. In sum, the whole
inclination and bent of those times was rather
towards copy than weight. 66
In spite of Bacon's disapproval of Ascham's doctrine of
composition, the latter's basic principle of imitation 'must
command respect, because it compelled the student to compare
his work with approved models and to apply the lessons of
such study to his own writing.

Ascham did not consider imi

tat ion to be circumscribing or unoriginal.

In his philosophy,

he considered all of Nature's works to be examples for imita
tion and study.

He believed sincerely that careless writing

carne from a disordered mind. 67

Such an attitude may sound

strange to a modern student of language, but it is repre
sentative of the attitude of the sixteenth century toward
the form and matter of language.

Bacon may have disapproved

of some of Ascham's methods, but the stamp of Ascham's ideas
was on him, nevertheless.
with all of this emphasis upon Greek, Latin, and Hebrew,
one wonders about the study of English in the English grammar

66 R . L. Ellis and James Spedding (eds.), The
Philosophical Works of Francis Bacon, p. 54.
(This is the
edition of Bacon's works which has been used in this study;
hereafter, called Works.)
67Ascham, QR. cit., pp. 210-212.
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schools.

English literature was not studied in these schools

(the English language was not even spoken in most of them),
but, somehow, there was a transfer value from Latin to
English.

The one educator who stressed the necessity of

including the study of English in the curriculum was Richard
Mulcaster in his Elementarie (1582).

This work really does

not represent a typical Elizabethan educational point of
view, but it is an important document, because it carne from
one of Tudor England's most successful schoolmasters whose
long experience gave it authority.68

In his two books, the

Positions and the first part of the Elementarie, he develops
an idea of the use of the English vernacular far in advance
of the age.

He defends his writing

in English by stating

that he wanted to reach the uneducated who understood only
English, but whose chances of information were fewer. 69
Even though Mulcaster was a realistic humanist, he was
unique in being an ardent advocate oi the use of the English
tongue.

He resisted the fetish of the times to believe that

68Thompson, 2£. cit., p. 25.
69Richard Mulcaster, Positions Wherein Those Primitive
Circumstances Be Examined, Which Are Necessarie for the
Training ~ of Children Either for Skill in Their Booke,
or Health in Their Bodie, p. 2.
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a formal education could be accomplished only through the
study of classical languages of the grammar school.

In his

Elementarie, he was one of the first educators to question
whether too many people were receiving an education for the
country to use to good advantage.

One detects the influence,

again, of the Chain of Being when Mulcaster poses the ques
tion of whether it is proper for a person to receive an
education through which he will not fulfill his function in
the proper place, a. function and a place of dignity and of
usefulness in service to the whole.

He believed that all

should have an elementary education, but that only fit per
sons should be chosen for a classical education.

All should

have an elementary education in the reading and writing of
English, and in art and music, including singing and playing
upon a musical instrument.
fessed,

In the Elementarie, he con

"I love Rome, but London better; I favor Italy, but

England more; I honor the Latin, but I worship the English. 1I70
He believed that a child should be able to read and write
English long before he should think of Latin grammar.

He

gave special emphasis to primary training, which utilized

70Richard Mulcaster, The Elementarie Which Entreateth
Chefelie of the Right Writing of Our English Tung, p. 269.
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English as a means of instruction.

Mulcaster even suggested

that the best teachers be employed in this elementary instruc
tion and that they be paid well for their work.

In the

Elementarie, he wrote, "I do not think that any language is
better able to utter all arguments either with more pith or
greater plainness than our English tongue

,,71

He

was never convinced of Ascham's doctrine that the only way
in which to learn English was through a study of Latin and
the Greek; that there was so much to be had in the learned
tongues. 72
Mulcaster wished to educate the ordinary Englishman;
Ascham wished to educate the youth of station.

Ascham's

language is as precise as the Latin of Cicero; Mulcaster's
own example of English composition almost imperils his
thesis that the English is as precise and harmonious as
Latin. 73

Mulcaster is the unpolished spokesman of a new

order who sees the old problem in a new way.

He has shaken

himself free of the traditional platitudes of classical

71 Ibid ., p. 274.
72Baldwin, QQ. cit., I, 419-420 (Cf. Elementarie,
p. 282, and The Schoolmaster, p. 56.)
73A . W. Ward and A. R. Waller (eds.), The Cambridge
History of English Literature, III, 494.
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education. 74

Both of his books, the Elementarie and the

Positions, present consistent ideas for using the English
vernacular, discouraging travel as a means of education,
establishing training schools for teachers, and educating
women so as to fit them for their stations in life. 75
Mulcaster also had his own ideas about spelling, and in the
Elementarie he wants to regularize it; however, the English
never submitted to any official academy regulation as did
the French. 76

Bacon apparently could not entirely adopt

Mulcaster's view on the use of the English vernacular,
because he hoped to perpetuate his writings for all times
by translating them into Latin.
works in English.

But he wrote many of his

This task he never finished.

Other educators of the Renaissance sought to make their
marks on the educational systems of England, and some were
more or less successful in their attempts.

One of the most

unique features common to their sixteenth-century views of
language and composition was their use of imitation as a
means of enhancing what the rhetoricians called invention.

74 Ibid ., III, 495.
75 Robert H. Quick, Essays ~ Educational Reformers,
pp. 90-102.
76Thompson, ~. cit., p. 26.
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The commonplace book met, rather effectively, two needs of
grammar school education, that of assisting the development
of a proper orthography, and the occasion and material of
imitation and invention in composition.

For example, John

Brinsley in his Ludus Literarius, in typical humanistic
fashion, explains that he wanted certain imitative exercises
upon invention before boys came to the theoretical parts of
rhetoric.

He considered the commonplaces to be "heads of

Invention," and insisted that "all schollers who come to
any ripenesse, are necessarily to be acquainted with them
,,77

Baldwin further notes that basing a student's

epistolary style on imitations of classical writers, espe
cially Cicero, was well known and well used in the early
sixteenth century.
system of imitation,

.t

w~

Brinsley hoped, almost fondly,

in this

"that nothing may appeare stolne, but

. 1 y ~m~tate
..
d"
• 78

t~

Francis Bacon himself recognized, even

to the Queen, that "there was a systematic felony of sen
tences and conceits from the classics generally, but espe
cially from Cicero.,,79

77 Quote d '~n Ba l d
'
w~n,

QE...

cit., II, 12.

78Quoted in ibid., II, 261.

-

79 Ib id. , II, 262.
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Brinsley preferred to have students "heap up" loose
sententiae to use as raw materials for composition, as
Baldwin observes. SO

One would not need to do much fitting

to prepare a beautiful essay on a commonplace subject.

As

described above, this method of writing themes, for the most
part, was advocated by Ascham, especially the matter of
imitating Cicero, a tradition that can be traced to Erasmus.
In the composition of essays, these sententiae resulted in
a disconnected style, as in the early Baconian essay, and
illustrated the structural method.

Brinsley suggested that

the student make a collection of good moral sententiae on
any commonplace subject, then,put it together in good
rhetorical form so as to fashion his masterpiece. Sl Brinsley
and other schoolmasters who relied on this method found that
the printing of books and the gathering of anthologies pro
vided more sources for commonplaces.

Charlton notes that

anthologies, including ancient and modern prose and poetry,
were being pUblished.

Printed commonplace books gradually

transformed themselves into books of contemporary poetry or
books of essays that set the mood for the appearance of

SOIbid., II, 304.
SlIbid., II, 306.
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Bacon's Essays of 1597. 82

Many collections of materials for

themes were available and were likely to be found in many
school libraries.

Hoole, another prominent schoolmaster of

the sixteenth century, explained how to use these materials,
showing tha.t boys were to gather suitable materials from
library source books, both in subject or theme and words and
phrases.

Then, they were to weave all materials together,

"stuffing" and adorning the different parts of the theme
with figures of speech and other eloquences.

83

Basically,

this method is similar to that which was advocated by
Erasmus.
Invention was also a vital matter.

Baldwin says that

Hoole, in New Discovery (1660), instructed all boys in the
fifth form to keep a large commonplace book, in which they
wrote topics included in a rhetorical index and busied them
selves in collecting adages, witty sentences, and other
matters so that they might be used in themes.

Hoole pro

posed that all of this work was for the sake of having a
store of matter for "invention" ready at hand, far beyond
what the wit of the boys themselves could conceive, either

82Charlton, ~. cit., p. 244.
83Baldwin, 2£. cit., II, 292-293.
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in ideas or good words and phrases.

A single good sentence

was the building block of a theme which was composed of two
or more sentences on the same subject put together. 84
Even after the days of Bacon, efforts were still being
made to distinguish themes and essays.
Johnson

For example, Ralph

in 1665 tried to define the essay in the following

manner:
An essay is a short discourse about any vertue, vice,
or other commonplace. Such be Learning, Ignorance,
Justice, Temperance, Fortitude, Prudence, Drunken
ness, Usury, Love, Joy, Fear, Hope, Sorrow, Anger,
Covetousness, Contention, Labour, Idleness, Riches,
Poverty, Pride, Humility, Virginity, and others. 85
Obviously, Johnson was thinking of the Baconian essay, a
kind of specialized school theme.

In his The Scholar's

Guide from the Accidence to the University (1665), he stated
that making the type of essay he described required an
attempt to express the whole nature of a subject in good
and choice language.

86

The writing of themes and essays even in American
Colonial times was aided by methods similar to those used

84 Ib id., II, 289-290.
85William G. Crane, Wit and Rhetoric in the Renaissance:
The Formal Basis of Elizabethan Prose Style, p. 224.
86L oc. £!-.
't
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during sixteenth- and seventeenth-century England.

For

example, Cotton Mather tells of the custom of keeping copy
books during Colonial times.
purpose:

These copy books served a dual

first, that of fixing material in the memory of

the keeper of the book and aiding faulty memory; and, sec
ondly, that of providing practice for penmanship.
Mather even invented methods of commonplacing.

87

Cotton
One can

readily see that the New England Primer bears a remarkable
resemblance to the commonplace book, since it was to serve
not only as a primer for the teaching of reading, but also
as an instrument of moral instruction.
Epigrams became the nuclei for thematic material. 88
The actual methods of using the epigram in school are
revealed in several sixteenth-century documents.
according to Hudson, the methods are twofold:

In general,

first,

in

establishing a "theme,"
. . • a proverb or phrase . . . to be given restate
ment, application, or comment; second, paraphrase
or variation of a complete epigram from the . . .

87David J. Winslow, "Folklore in the Chester
Commonplace Book," Southern Folklore Quarterly, XXX
(September, 1966), 236-248.
88Hoyt Hopewell Hudson, The Epigram in the English
Renaissance, p. 148.
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anthology . • . or from some .
author. 89

• . classical

Readers acquainted with sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
literature will recognize how this procedure left its mark,
especially on poetry.

Much poetry, and even prose, was

headed by a phrase or'proverb, often in Latin, which estab
lished the theme to follow.

Comments upon this theme

apparently were a school exercise encouraged by this unique
use of the epigram. 90

Even Romantic writers of nineteenth-

century America, especially Poe, placarded Latin epigrams at
the beginning of written pieces, probably because of the
influence of a grammar school education patterned after that
of earlier centuries.
In the late sixteenth century in England, rhetorical
theory was becoming more concerned with creating a litera
ture of its own, inspired by classical examples as well as
those of the modern vernaculars of Europe.

91

Rauh proposes

that Elizabethan literary critics and poets also insisted

89

L
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90 Ibid ., p. 149.
91sister Miriam Joseph Rauh, Rhetoric in Shakespeare's
Time, p. 5.
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upon the importance of precepts and theory in the creation
,

o f 1 l.terature.

92

The grammar school curriculum included,

first, the learning of precepts, then, the art of employing
them as tools of analysis in reading, and finally their
utilization as guides in composition.

It is also significant

that much of the reading in almost all of the forms was
selected with a view toward furnishing moral and religious
instruction.
The modern user of language must seriously ask whether
it is more than coincidental that English as a language of
literature flowered under the methods of grammar, logic, and
rhetoric of the sixteenth century.

One wonders if history

is providing a possible answer to modern instructional
dilemmas in the use of the English language.

CHAPTER I I

BACON AND LANGUAGE

Bacon repudiates the tendency of his times to place an
emphasis on copy rather than on weight, an inclination which
he termed "barbarous."

In spite of all that has been written

concerning Bacon's distrust of too much of an emphasis upon
discourse, one discovers that Bacon does have a high regard
for language.

He has high respect for the process of inven

tion and the collection of commonplaces.

He himself had his

Promus, which in all probability is a commonplace book, in
which he jotted down, from time to time, all kinds of
materials--words, phrases, proverbs, and antithetical ideas
that were attractive to his mind.

This Promus is the result

of his invention or of his personal reading, his private
storehouse of ideas and phrases to aid him in discovering
that which he wished to communicate.

The real purpose of

the commonplace book was to promote the discovery or recall
of ideas for writing or speaking.
Bacon advises any student of language to consider three
primary sources of commonplaces:

nature or human beings in

action, books, and ordinary conversation.

He suggests that

an observation of nature in general is especially germane to

43
the formulation of commonplaces. 93

He emphasizes the power

of observation strongly, because he believes that the general
is implicit in the particular.

He insists that a habit of

observing particular instances and of studying particular
examples has a value greater than the sum total of the
instances and examples, and that it also enables one to
understand fundamental causes, to formulate generalizations,
and to evaluate the utterances of others. 94

Bacon recom
95

mends the abundant use of conversation with expert men.
In his essay,

"Of Discourse," he promises that

II

•••

he

that questioneth much shall learn much" and argues that one
should " .

. . apply his questions to the skill of the per

sons whom he asketh.,,96

He further notes in the same essay

that, before one may profit by conversation, he needs to
study in order to know what to ask.
Bacon advises study in order to gain broad general
knowledge. 97

In his essay,

"Of Studies," he outlines

93 Kar l R. wallace, Francis Bacon on Communication and
Rhetoric, p. 77.
94 Ibid ., pp. 77-78.
95 Ib id ., p. 7 9 .
96works, p. 776.
97Ibid., pp. 797-798.
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aphoristically the values of being a student not only of
books, but of nature itself so that one can derive his own
commonplaces.

He thinks that if one does not observe nature

but merely reads and jots down ideas from classical authors,
the student falls into the error typical of discourse, to
talk much and to know little.

To Bacon, the basis of inven

tion is a broad and deep general knowledge.
commonplaces alone, according to his essay,

The use of
"Of Discourse,"

unless they were the product of his own observation of
nature, produced a kind of invention that lacked variety and
.
98
unlqueness.

.
.
..
he
Furth ermore, In
De Augmentls
SClentlarum,

scorns a too-early reliance upon the commonplace book,
because the logic and rhetoric behind its use are beyond
the capacity of children.

99

Wallace observes that Bacon

sought, through his conception of the inventive process,
not only to find thoughts and ideas, purely and simply, but
also the discovery of striking analogies and sentences which
may be used in speaking or writing.

He believes that inven

tion includes both discovery and recovery, with a major

98 Ibid ., p. 775.
99 Ibid ., p. 424.
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emphasis on recovery.100

Bacon learned remarkably well how

to use the aphoristic mode of expression, a form which only
the strongest minds can use, and became a master of thesis
and antithesis, the dialectical quality of combining oppo
sites. 10l
Bacon is concerned about the pitfalls and the errors
which can be characteristic of all discourse.

He knows that

a scientist cannot interpret nature correctly until he recog
nizes the dangers and the errors of all discourse; rather,
he must be aware of the ways in which words can be juggled
often so as to destroy the efficacy of reason.

In De

Augmentis Scientiarum, he categorizes these errors of the
human mind--errors to which every human mind is susceptible-
as fallacies, which he then sub-divides into three parts-
sophistical fallacies, fallacies of interpretation, and
false appearances

(or idols) .102

Whether these distinctions

are completely valid may be debatable, but Bacon draws them,
nevertheless.

100wallace, 2£. cit., p. 85.
101J. G. Crowther, Francis Bacon:
of Science, p. 97.
102works, p. 515.

The First Statesman
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To Bacon, sophistical fallacies are merely inferences
which, on the surface, appear correct, but do not really
prove to be so when examined.

Their use impresses listeners

and readers with their great wisdom.

103

The gravest error

of sophistical fallacies lies, not only in incorrect analy
sis, but also in a nebulous or even
words.

2~

ambiguous use of

These ambiguities of terminology are fallacies of

interpretation.

In De Auqmentis Scientia,rum, he comments

as follows:
For common and general notions enter necessarily
into every discussion; so that unless care be
taken to distinguish them well at the outset,
all the light of disputations will be strangely
clouded with darkness by them, and the matter
end in disputes about words. For equivocations
and false acceptances of words (especiall of
this sort) are the sophisms of sophisms. l 4

b

Bacon implies that ambiguous words comprise the most basic
and most frequent tool of tricky reasoning.

Ambiguity in

terminology to Bacon occurs whether a person wants it to
happen or not; it is deliberate deception or equivocation.
Bacon's third fallacy of false appearances necessarily
results from the inaccuracy or fallibility of the human mind

l03 Ibid ., p. 516.
l04Loc . cit.

-- --
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in receiving and reporting impressions.

He shows that the

simple parlor game of "Gossip" provides ample proof of the
degeneration of truth into real whoppers, merely because
the human mind, receiving impressions, immediately begins to
detract or to embellish.

Again, in De Augmentis Scientiarum,

he comments:
. idols are the deepest fallacies of the human
mind. For they do not deceive in particulars, as
the others do, by clouding and snaring the judg
ment; but by a corrupt and ill-ordered predisposition
of mind which . . . perverts and infects all the
anticipations of the intellect. For the mind of
man . . . far from being a smooth, clear, and
equal glass (wherein the beams of things reflect
according to their true incidence), is rather like
an enchanted glass, full of superstition and
imposture. lOS
Bacon, in the introduction to the Instauratio Magna, further
explains
. as an uneven mirror distorts the rays of
objects according to its own figure and section,
so the mind, when it receives impressions of
objects through the sense, can not be trusted to
report them truly, but in forming its notions
mixes up its own nature with the nature of things. 106
The human mind possesses the very infirmities which engender
and perpetuate errors inimical to the purest interpretation

105 Loc . cit.
106 Ibid ., p. 250.

•
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of nature.
Before discussing Bacon's treatise on the limitations
of the mind in using language, one may profit from a study
of the etymology of the word, idol.

The OED lists idol as

a derivative of the Latin word, idolum, which means an image,
form, spectre, apparition.

The Greek word, eidolon, has the

meaning of image, phantom, idea, fancy,

likeness.

The OED

further reveals that
. the order of appearance of the senses in
English does not correspond to their original
development in Greek, where the sequence was
apparently: appearance, phantom, unsubstantial
form, image in water or a mirror, mental image,
fancy, material image or statue, and finally,
in Jewish and Christian use, image of a false
god.
The OED adds that

II

•

. in English this last was, under

religious influence, the earliest, and in Middle English the
only sense."

The OED lists the sixth definition as a mental

fiction, a fantasy or fancy.

The definition applying to

logic considers an idol as a false mental image or concep
tion; a false or misleading notion; a fallacy.

It is evident,

then, that Bacon gives the name of idol to every bias of
human understanding, by which one may be misled and confused
by error.

In keeping with Bacon's idea of antitheses (as

practiced in his Essays), idol is antithetical to idea.
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Nowhere does he refer to the modern meaning of the word,
viz., the image of a false god.
Bacon asks why the mind of man should be so inclined to
err and to satisfy itself in superficial notions.

He answers

his own question in his famous doctrine of the four idols
found also in his aphoristic points in the Novum Organum, a
recognition of which is vital to the proper operation of
Bacon's new method of induction.

The doctrine of idols is,

perhaps, one of the most persistent ideas in Bacon's
writings.

The first of Bacon's false notions, the Idols of

the Tribe (or Nation), arises from the general characteris
tics of the human mind.

In one's process of observation,

the senses not only give false information, but sometimes
miss details.

Bacon is no psychologist, but he is aware of

the mind's penchant to rationalize the beliefs that it
already holds.

Possibly, the mind tends to believe what it

wishes were true.

This false notion has its foundation in

the equally false assertion that the sense of man is the
measure of all things.

It is a false idea, because, accord

ing to Bacon, sense perceptions are the measure of man's
mind rather than of the universe.

Bacon makes the following

comment in his aphoristic point No. 52 of the Novum Organum
about generalizations based on inadequate

fac~s:
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Such then are the idols which I call Idols
of the Tribe; and which take their rise either from
the homogeneity of the substance of the human spirit,
or from its preoccupation, or from its narrowness,
or from its restless motion, or from an infusion
of the affections, or from the incompetency of the
senses, or from the mode of impression. 107
He shows that this fallacy is the direct result of an inade
quate functioning of the mind itself when it confuses its
own nature with the nature of things.
The next of Bacon's false notions, the Idols of the
Cave, is similar to his Idols of the Tribe in that both deal
with the nature of man's mind.

The major difference lies

in the idea that the Idols of the Cave are determined by
man's peculiar mental equipment and conditioned by his
environment.

In this idea, Bacon is alluding to the alle

gory in the seventh book of Plato's Republic.

In the

Advancement of Learning, he says:
. certainly if a child were continued in a
grot or cave under the earth until maturity of
age, and carne suddenly abroad, he would have
strange and absurd imaginations; so in like
manner, although our persons live in the view
of heaven, yet our spirits are included in the
caves of our own complexions and customs; which
minister unto us infinite errors and vain

107 Ib id., p. 267.
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opinions, if they be not recalled to examina
tion. 108
Again, in the Novum Organum,

(No. 53), he explains:

The Idols of the Cave take their rise in the
peculiar constitution,.mental or bodily, of each
individual; and also in education, habit, and
accident. Of this kind there is a great number
and variety; but I will instance those the pointing
out of which contains the most j~portant caution,
and which have most effect in disturbing the
clearness of the understanding. 109
Crowther points out that Bacon also warns against the riding
of hobbyhorses and urges one to guard against the Idols of
the Cave by being suspicious of one's favorite ideas. 110

In

the borrowing of a Pla.tonic metaphor, Bacon suggests that
every man has a cave or den of his own, fashioned by his
own individual nature, by his education and communication
with others, by the reading of books, by discourse with
friends, or by other personal experiences.
Bacon's third Idols are those of the Market-Place, a
fallacy imposed upon men from without.

It is a limitation

arising from man's social being rather than from the nature
of man's mind.

It is the false notion most frequently

108 Ibid ., p. 119.
109 Ibid ., p. 268.
110

.
Crowther, QQ. cit., p. 103.
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associated with the problems of
concerns the use of words.

seman~ics,

because it most

Since words are the coin of

ideas, they must be adapted to the understanding of common
men if they are to be circulated freely.

Farrington sees

that Bacon is broadly hinting that the more empty a word is
of meaning, the more widely it is used.

Hence, Bacon decides

that words that can be heavily freighted with meaning are
the only safe vehicles of communication for science. lll

Men

gather many false notions by mere association with others
who are so prejudiced and led astray by characteristic
errors.
In the Novum Organum, Nos. 59 and 60, Bacon has the
following to say about the Idols of the Market-Place:
But the Idols of the Market-Place are the
most troublesome of all: idols wh_~ch have crept
into the understanding through the alliances of
words and names. For men believe that their
reason governs words; but it is also true that
words react on the understanding
112
Bacon shows that words are unsafe for use in philosophy and
science because they a.re subject to meanings belonging to
common understanding.

111 Farrlngton,
..

~.

112Works, p. 269.

This semantic weakness is the clue

.
Clt.,
p. 103 .
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to disputes among learned men about words and names, viz.,
definitions.

Bacon continues:

Yet even definitions cannot cure this evil in dealing
with natural and material things; since the defini
tions themselves consist of words, and those words
beget others: so that it is necessary to recur to
individual 'instances, and those in due series and
order .
113
Mathematicians can resort to the safety of definitions to
reduce semantic disputes.

Learned men in philosophy and

science are not able to be so accurate in definition, because
words used by the mass of people lose their specific meanings.
The idols imposed by words on the under
standing are of two kinds. They are either names
of things which do not exist . . . , or they are
names of things which exist, but yet confused
and ill-defined, and hastily and irregularly
derived from realities. 114
Bacon believes that this class of idols is rather easy to
eradicate, because one needs only to reject the theories or
fantasies that are so named.
But the other class, which springs out of a
faulty and unskillful abstraction, is intricate
and deeply rooted. 115

113 Loc . cit.
114LOC . cit.
115 Loc . cit.
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Bacon uses the example of the word, humid, which has a
variety of denotations, none of which is absolutely safe to
communicate the real meaning desired by science.

He con

tinues:
There are however in words certain degrees
of distortion and error. One of the least faulty
kinds is that of names of substances, especially
of lowest species and well-deduced . . . i more
faulty kind is that of actions . . . i the most
faulty is of qualities . . . . Yet in all these
cases some notions are of necessity a little
better than others, in proportion to the greater
variety of subjects that fall within the range of
the human sense. 116
Words that are the most concrete in meaning or in quality
are least likely to be distorted or erroneous.

The measure

of error or distortion runs through the spectrum from the
most concrete to the most abstract.

The Idols of the

Market-Place produce errors which arise from a social need
to use inadequate words to express ideas.

Bacon warns that

false notions emerging from poorly chosen words are the
most exasperating of all, for the mind is likely to engage
in futile and sterile discussions of semantics rather than
in a consideration of the idea or matter which the word
represents.

He also thinks that words are coined for common

116 Ib id., p. 270.
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discourse rather than for communication of philosophical or
scientific ideas.

Therefore, he is certain that words are

not precise enough for such weighty matters.

Hence, it is

sheer folly to expect a one-ton word to carry a twenty-ton
load.

Bacon also believes that indefinite names for sub

stances and their properties hinder the study of science.
He wants to know what heat and cold, light and dark, and
weight mean.

He feels that these terms have such inadequate

and imprecise definitions that their real nature is thereby
nebulous.
Finally, Bacon calls the fourth kind of false notions
the Idols of the Theater, which are fantasies perpetuated
by the adoption of philosophical ideas that are erroneously
demonstrated as ultimate reality.

They

are only stage

plays, nothing more than creations of the mind of philoso
phers.

In Novum Organum, Ba.con judges that "

. all the

received systems are but so many stage-plays, representing
worlds of their own creation after an unreal and scenic
fashion:,l17

Herein, he sees grave danger, in that all

received systems can be wrong, and in that a keen mind can
propound wrong systems with dramatic facility.

117 Ibid ., p. 264.

Crowther
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suggests that Bacon was troubled about the human capacity
for intellectual pride in enforcing laws dealing with the
discovery of knowledge, some men spelling out definitively
what is perfect truth and others denying that anything can
surely be known.

Such attitudes produced either a fierce

dogmatism or a fatalistic despair of ever finding truth and
anything worthwhile. 118
In the Novum Organum, Nos. 61 and 62, Bacon elaborates
upon his concept of the Idols of the Theater:
But the Idols of the Theater are not innate,
nor do they steal into the understanding secretly,
but are plainly impressed and received into the
mind from the play-books of philosophical systems
and the perverted rules of demonstration. 119
Actually, this false notion is not an inherent fault of the
mind itself.

Man can protect himself against its error by

not adopting wrong systems of thought which have the perni
cious ability to compound their own errors.

Bacon adds:

. . . the question between them and me being only
as to the way. For as the saying is, the lame
man who keeps the right road outstrips the runner
who takes a wrong one. Nay, it is obvious that

118Crowther, ~. cit., pp. 104-105.
119wor ks, p. 270.
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when a man runs the wrong way, the more active and
swift he is the further he will go astray.120
His revealed aim, Bacon continues, is to lessen the need for
sharp wits and keen intelligence by bettering the method of
scientific discovery or placing "

. all wits and under

standings nearly on a level."
Idols of the Theater, or of systems, are many,
and there can be and perhaps will be yet many more
In general, however, there is taken for
the material of philosophy either a great deal out
of a few things, or a very little out of many
things; so that on both sides philosophy is based on
too narrow a foundation of experiment and natural
history, and decided on the authority of too few
cases .
121
In the same discussion, Bacon identifies three types of
received philosophies:

the sophistical (or rational), the

empirical, and the superstitious.

He shows that the

rationalist snatches more or less random samplings of
ordipary experiences and overstimulates the mind to inven
tive reasoning, as he also accuses Aristotle of doing.

In

the Advancement of Learning, he condemns an over confidence
in this kind of reasoning as follows:
Another error hath proceede~ from too great
a reverence, and a kind of adoration of the mind

12 0Loc . cit.
121Loc . cit.
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and understanding of man; by means whereof man
have withdrawn themselves too much from the con
templation of nature and the observations of
experience, and have tumbled up and down in their
own reason and conceits. . . . by continual medi
tation and agitation of wit do urge and as it were
invocate their own spirits to divine and give
oracles unto them.·
122
The empiricist is one who jumps at conclusions formed by
careful experiments in a few cases and who, thereafter,
squeezes all other facts into the mold of his own method
and prejudice.

In the Advancement of Learning, Bacon con

siders the real cause of premature systematizing of knowl
edge to be a mistaking of the real purpose of learning:
. the greatest error of all the rest is the
mistaking or misplacing of the last or furthest
end of knowledge. For men have entered into a
desire of learning and knowledge, sometimes upon
a natural curiosity and inquisitive appetite;
sometimes to entertain their minds with variety
and delight; sometimes for ornament and reputa
tion; and sometimes to enable them to victory of
wit and contradiction; and most times for lucre
and profession; and seldom sincerely to give a true
account of their gift of reason, to the benefit
and use of men .
123
The superstitious philosopher mixes his religion (theology
and tradition) with his philosophy.

The r esul t of such a

mixture is a kind of Arabian Nights' episode with magic

122 Ibid ., p. 59.
123 Ibid ., p. 60.
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carpets and genii abetting the pursuit of scientific inves
tigation.

Bacon is not opposed to religion, but he firmly

believes in the separate and distinct roles played by faith
and reason, all a part of his repudiation of Aristotelian
logic and the views of the Schoolmen.

To Bacon, as Crowther

understands him, mixing the human and the divine produced
not only fantastic philosophy, but also a heretical
religion. 124
In the Novum Organum, No. 68, Bacon sums up his

doct':~ine

of the idols as follows:
So much concerning the several classes of
idols, and their equipage: all of which must be
renounced and put away with a fixed and solemn
determination, and the understanding thoroughly
freed and cleansed; the entrance into the kingdom
of man, founded on the sciences, being not much
other than the entrance into the kingdom of
heaven, whereinto none may enter except as a
little child. 125
Bacon indicates, so Wallace suggests, that the chief value
in the four idols lies in their initial recognition and
their final circumvention. 126

In the Novum Organum, No. 69,

Bacon summarizes the process which leads from sense to. an

124Crowther, 2£. cit., p. 105.
125works, p. 274.
126Wallace, 2£. cit., p. 106.
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interpretation of nature. 127

The logic of Aristotle, to

Bacon, ma,de the world the bondslave of thought, and thought
the bondslave of words.

He outlines a four-step process

which recapitulates the inherent fa.ults of man's contempla
tions of nature.

First, sense impressions are deceptive

and faulty; things are not always what they seem.

Secondly,

man's interpretations of sense impressions are imprecise and
ill-defined;

they must be definite and clear.

Thirdly,

induction to determine basic principles of science is
erroneous or inaccurate.

Finally, proofs can demonstrate

these wrong basic principles, a condition which compounds
error and curses science.
Bacon demonstrates that he was not most precocious as
a scientist, or even as a philosopher.

He proves, however,

that he was the master of an expository prose whose apho
ristic, even epigrammatic, style, with its terse and
colorful phrases, served to popularize the beginnings of a
new science.

His attitude toward language was forged in

the heat of his basic mistrust of the florid eloquence so
popular in the sixteenth century.
master of nature,

If man is going to be

will have to become more skillful in

127works, p. 274.
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the precise handling of the language ny which he interprets
nature and communicates his interpretation.

When one recog

nizes Bacon's paramount concern to avoid false ideas that
thwart the study of philosophy and science, the

comrnon~lace

book, with its efforts toward clarity and precision, takes
on new significance.

CHAPTER III

BACON AND THE COMMONPLACE BOOK

Bacon was deeply influenced by the conventions of the
commonplace.

In spite of this influence, however, it is

questionable whether he adopted all of the conventional
practices without any kind of negative reaction for the
classical orientation of the commonplace in Ciceronian
rhetoric and Aristotelian logic.

The concept of the common

place in Elizabethan times, as revealed in the writings of
a selection of authors, was derived from the general usage
of Greece and Rome, although some practical aspects had
been changed.

The commonplace was used in the treatment

of broad, universal topics, predominantly including the
praise of virtue and the anathema of vice.

The typical

. Elizabethan commonplace lent itself well both to the florid
sententiousness of certain writers and to the headings and
arguments of the humanists more lacking in embellishments
of style.

Whereas the ancient users of topics, mostly

orators, thought of the commonplace as an argument, the
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century man considered the common
place as an accumulation of wisdom in a book, where thoughts
could be manipulated like words in a game of

Anagra~s

or
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Scrabble.

Lechner contends that if a modern reader does not

properly understand this kind of rhetorical training, his
insights into Elizabethan literature will remain dimmed. 128
This type of manipulative use of the commonplace aids in the
illumination of Bacon's method of developing his essays and
even his major and later writings.
Perhaps, the most thorough work on the rhetorical
methods of Bacon is Wallace's study.

Dealing at length with

Bacon's theory of invention, he proposes that Bacon desig
nated a digest of commonplaces as a main aid to invention. 129
He points out that in the Advancement of Learning and the
De Augmentis Scientarium, Bacon states that a digest of
commonplaces enables a student to arrange and classify knowl
edge, to aid his memory, and to improve his invention and
judgment. 130

In the Advancement of Learning, concerning the

use of commonplaces as aids to the memory, Bacon writes:
The custody or retaining of knowledge is either in
Writing or Memory . . . . For the disposition and
collocation of that knowledge which we preserve in

l28Sister Joan Marie Lechner, Renaissance Concepts of
the Commonplaces, p. 236.
l29wallace, QR. cit., p. 63.
l30 Loc . cit.
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writing, it consisteth in a good digest of common
places; wherein I am not ignorant of the prejudice
imputed to the use of commonplace books, as causing
a retardation of reading, and some sloth or relaxa
tion of memory. But because it is but a counter
feit thing in knowledges to be fODvard and pregnant,
except a man be deep and full, I hold the entry of
commonplaces to be a matter of great use and
essence in studying; as that which assureth copie
of invention, and contracteth judgment to a
strength. But this is true, that of the methods
of commonplaces that I have seen, there is none of
any sufficient worth; all of them carrying merely
the face of a school, and not of a '\vorld; and
referring to vulgar matters and pedantical divi
sions without all life or respect to action. 131
Spedding in his edition of Bacon adds a footnote to the
effect that
. the only help of memory which is mentioned
is writing; concerning which, after remarking that
without this help the memory cannot be trusted to
deal with matters of length and requiring exact
ness, especially such as the interpretation of
nature, he insists upon the value of a good digest
of commonplaces even in the old and popular sciences
132
In De Augmentis Scientiarum, Bacon, once again, deals
with the digest of commonplaces as an aid to the memory, as
follows:
The great help to the memory is writing; and it
must be taken as a rule that memory without this

131works, p. 120.
132 LoC . cit.
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aid is unequal to matters of much length and
accuracy; and that its unwritten evidence ought
by no means to be allowed . . . . But not to
speak of the interpretation of nature, which is
a new doctrine, there can hardly be anything
more useful even for the old and popular sciences,
than a sound help for the memory; that is a good
and learned Digest of Common-places. I am aware
indeed that the transferring of the things we
read and learn into commonplace books is thought
by some to be detrimental to learning, as retarding
the course of the reader and inviting the memory
to take holiday. Nevertheless, as it is but a
counterfeit thing in knowledge to be forward and
pregnant, except a man be also deep and full, I
hold diligence and labour in the entry of common
places to be a matter of great use and support
in studying; as that which supplies matter to
invention, and contracts the sight of the judg
ment to a point. But yet it is true that of the
methods and frameworks of commonplaces which I
have hitherto seen, there is none of any worth;
all of them carrying in their titles merely the
face of a school and not of a world; and using
vulgar and pedantical divisions, not such as
pierce to the pith and heart of things. 133
He is aware of the abuses inherent in the method of
commonplaces.

~sing

As an aid to the memory, they are unsurpassed;

however, commonplaces can create the impression of one's
having a great faculty of wit when one is only a shallow
rearranger of another's work.

Bacon also recognizes that

a school can create stereotypes in students through a biased
selection of commonplace materials used in its instruction

133 Ibid ., pp. 518-519.
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so that alumni wear the stamp of their alma mater rather
than that of the world.

Nevertheless, he advocates the use

of digests of commonplaces as a method of study and an aid
to memory.
Bacon continues in De Augmentis on the importance of
commonplaces as an aid to the memory:
The Art of Memory is built upon two intentions:
Prenotion and Emblem. By Prenotion I mean a kind
of cutting off of infinity of search. For when
a man desires to recall anything into his memory,
if he have no prenotion or perception of that he
seeks, he seeks a~d strives and beats about hither
and thither as if in infinite space. But if he
have some certain prenotion, this infinity is at
once cut off and the memory ranges in a narrower
compass; like the hunting of a deer within an
enclosure. And therefore order also manifestly
assists the memory; for we have a. prenotion that
what we are seeking must be something which agrees
with order. So again verse is more easily learned
by heart than prose; for if we stick at any word,
we have a prenotion that it must be such a word as
fits the verse. And this prenotion is the principal
part of artificial memory. For in artificial memory
we have the places (topics) digested and prepared
beforehand; the images we make extempore according
to the occasion. But then we have a prenotion that
the image must be one which has some conformity with
the place; and this reminds the memory and in some
measure paves the way to the thing we seek. 134
By "prenotion," he means that one who wishes to remember
must have some general idea of what he wishes to recall,.or

l34Loc . cit.
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else he will hunt for the proverbial needle in the hay stack.
Moreover, poetry assists memory because of the aid of versi
fication, and the commonplace reminds the memory of the idea
which one seeks.

Bacon, next, cites the emblem as an aid

to memory, showing that the emblem is simply the concrete
image which is more easily recalled than any abstraction,
because sense impressions are not so dependent upon the
intellect.
Emblem, on the other hand, reduces intellectual con
ceptions to sensible images; for an object of
sense always strikes the memory more forcibly
and is more easily impressed upon it than an
object of the intellect; insomuch that even
brutes have their memory excited by sensible
impressions, never by intellectual ones. And
therefore you will more easily remember the image
of a hunter pursuing a hare, of an apothecary
arranging his boxes, of a pedant making a speech,
of a boy repeating verses from memory, of a
player acting on the stage, than the mere notions
of invention, disposition, elocution, memory,
and action. 135
In neither of t::2 cited passages does Bacon elaborate on the
nature of the commonplace, other 'chan to comment at length
on their value as an aid to the memory.

The student of

Bacon's writings, however, can safely conclude with

Wallace that Bacon considers

l35 Loc . cit.
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. that "commonplace" may be a class name
applicable to any idea which either recurs often,
or is likely to recur often, during a speaker's
career, and whose repetition, accordingly,
justifies cataloguing it together with related
ideas, for future reference . . . . any idea
likely to recur and to prove useful in a rheto
rician's lifetime. 136
A distinct type of Bacon's use of the commonplace is
the Colours of Good and Evil, a collection which appeared
with the publication of the first edition of the Essays in
1597.

The Colours makes a statement about the nature of

good and evil, apparently true, but really not.

It usually

includes a refutation of the error in keeping with Bacon's
unlque doctrine of the idola mentis, especially the Idols
of the Market Place.

Bacon himself says in the Advancement

of Lea.rning,
Colour is when men make a way for themselves to
have a construction made of their faults or wants
as proceeding from a better cause, or intended
for some other purpose . . . , that a vice will
often hide itself under the shadow of neighboring
virtue.
_137
Another kind of commonplace which Bacon considers an
aid to invention is antitheta, or pros and cons, which are
likely to prove useful in the consideration of any subject.

136Wallace, QQ. cit., p. 64.
137works, p. 160.
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In the Advancement of Learning, he defines anti theta as
follows:
Antitheta are Theses argued pro et contra; wherein
men may be more large and laborious: but (in such
as are able to do it) to avoid prolixity of entry,
I wish the seeds of the several arguments to be
'
cast up in some brief and acute sentences; not to
be cited, but to be as skeins or bottoms of thread,
to be unwinded at large when they come to be used;
supplying authorities and examples by reference. 138
In De Auqmentis, he lists forty-seven anthitheta along with
their pros and cons, not in the sense that they are exact
opposites, but because they are arguments for and against,
perhaps even to the point of exaggeration, for the purpose
of stirring the mind to fresh lines of thought, if possible.
He concurs, however, with Cicero that the orator must ".
have commonplaces ready at hand,

in which the question is

argued and handled on either side .

,,139

In the same

discussion he adds the following:
And the best way of making such a collection, with
a view to use as well as brevity, would be to con
tract those commonplaces into certain acute and
concise sentences; to be as skeins or bottoms of
thread which may be unwinded at large when they
are wanted. 140

138Ibid., pp. 129-130.
139 Ibid ., p. 545.
140 Loc . cit.
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As an illustration of this concept, Ba.con treats "Learning"
as an example of an antithesis, as follows:
XXVI.

Learning

For
If books were v-7ri tten abou·':.
small matters, there would be
scarce any use of experience.
In reading a man converses
with the wise/ in action gen
erally with fools.
Sciences which are of no
use in themselves are not to
be deemed useless, if they
sharpen the wit and put the
thoughts in order.

Against
In colleges men learn
to believe.
What art ever taught the
seasonable use of art?
To be wise by rule and
tc ~e wise by experience
are contrary proceedings;
he that accustoms him
self to the one unfits
himself for the other.
Art is often put to a
foolish use/ that it may
not be of no use at all.
Almost all scholars
have this--when anything
is presented to them/
they will find in it that
which they know/ not learn
from it that which they
know not.141

One discovers at least a general association between this
set of pros and cons in Bacon's "Of Studies."

There is

evidence to show that approximately twenty-three of these
antitheta became the theme for as many essays in the edition
of 1625.

The forty-seven antitheta were probably written

before 1623. 142

141 I bid., p. 552.
142wallace~ QR. cit., p. 71.
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In the Advancement of Lea.rning, Bacon refers to another
aid to rhetorical invention as "Formulae" and in the De
Augmentis as "Lesser Forms."

In the Advancement of Learning,

he defines formulae as
· decent and apt passages or conveyances of
speech which may serve indifferently for differing
subjects; as of preface, conclusions, digression,
transition, excusation, etc. For as in buildings
there is great pleasure and use in the wel1
casting of the stair-cases, entries, doors,
windows, and the like; so in speech the convey
ances and passages are of special ornament and
effect. 143
In the Advancement, he makes an imaginative further distinc
tion between antitheta and formulae, as follows:
· the furniture of speech and readiness of
invention . . . appeareth to be of two sorts;
the one in resemblance to a shop of pieces unmade
up, the other to a shop of things ready made up;
both to be applied ~o that which is frequent and
most in request:
the former of these I will call
Antitheta, and the latter Formulae. 144
In De Augmentis, he identifies the "Lesser Forms" as
· those parts of speech which answer to the
vestibules, back doors, ante-chambers, withdrawing
chambers, passages, etc., of a house; and may
serve indiscriminately for all subjects .
in a speech these accessory and interstitial
passages (if they be handsomely and skilfully

143works, p. 130.
144 Ibid ., p. 129.
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fashioned and nlaced) add a great deal both of
ornament and effect to the entire structure. 145
The "formulae," then, are colorful words and phrases that
serve to ornament a speech or a written composition.

The

Promus of Formularies and Elegancies, as a Baconian aid to
invention, meets some of the descriptions of "formulae."
Bacon also lists as other aids to invention the
apothegm and the analogy.

He defines the apothegm as

"pointed speeches," words or sayings that have the quality
of repartee, that cut, that goad, that season like salt
which may be used with discretion for better flavor. 146
Wallace sees the analogy, not used as a commonplace by
Bacon, as an illustration of his fondness for comparison,
a creative and imaginative effort to show the relationship
that may exist between two unlike

obj~cts

especially found in Bacon's use of myths.

or qualities,

147

Bacon dis

. t h e Novum Organum. 148
cusses t h e ana 1ogy 111.
Having established what he understood by rhetorical
invention, Bacon also would give suggestions on the procedure

l45Ibid., pp. 557-558.
l46Ibid., p. 439.
l47wallace, 2£. cit., p. 75.
l48Works, p. 333.
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for collecting materials for future use, as well as sources
of materials.

As this study previously concluded, he advises

the gathering of materials from observations of nature, from
conversation with men, and from the reading of books, viz.
observation,

listening, and study.

As a student of nature

who wished to refine the inductive method of study, Bacon
recommends observation greatly, because of his accepted
premise that the general is discovered through the particu
lar.

He counsels in the Advancement of Lea.rninq on the

matter of Negotiation or Business that
. . there is a wisdom of counsel and advice even
in private causes, arising out of an universal
insight into the affairs of the world, which is
used indeed upon particular cases propounded, but
is fathered b~ general observation of causes of
like nature. l 9
He further advises the use of conversation, especially in
the Essay,

"0f Discourse," when he says that

questioneth much shall learn much.,,150

II

•

. he that

He adds the quali

fication that conference is most reliable with expert men
and that one should " .

149 I bid., p. 150.
150 I bid., p. 776.

. apply his

~uestions

to the skill
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of the persons whom he asketh.,,15l

He suggests t.he validity

of study as another means of garnering material for compila
tion for future use.

In his Essay,

"Of S·tudies," he portrays

in aphoristic style the values of that method to expand the
' .
. ~
un d erstanalng
an d to ala

t he

.
memory. 1 5 2
It .lS a 1 most lmpos

sible to understand Bacon's ideas in "Of Studies," unless
one is thoroughly aware of all of his views about rhetorical
invention, a procedure by which he apparently means the
making of notes of that which one discovers and wishes to
recall later.
Bacon adds some warnings about the misuse or abuse of
the commonplace.

In "Of Studies," he cautions that reading

by proxy is somewhat dangerous, although one may calculate
which books can have material collected by others.

He

believes that notes or commonplaces collected by others are
of little value as a rule.

The strong encouragement is to

preserve the originality of the commonplace book.

Libraries

of Bacon's day were 1 ikely rather replete with commonpla.ce
books, "

carrying the face of a school, and not of a

151 Loc . cit.
152 Ibid ., pp. 797-798.
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world." l53

In "0f Discourse" Bacon scorns those who

have certain commonplaces and themes wherein they are

II

~cod,

and want variety; which kind of poverty is the most part
tedious, and when it is perceived, ridiculous." 154
Much of Ben Jonson's theory of litera.ry composition com
par~s

quite favorably with that of Bacon, a fact which Craig

. d ers notewort h y. l55

cons~

Jonson,

".

accora~ng

to

J..oun d

'.c
Cra.~g,

it best to cultivate good writing by reading the best
authors, then by exercising his own style, and finally by
studiously revising what he previously had written.
recognized the early English essays

Jonson

(among which were Bacon's)

distinct from Montaigne's, as a few loose sentences, a col
lection of discreet sententiae ga.thered loosely under some
theme after the fashion of the grammar schools.

plutarch

and Seneca, to Jonson, represented the ideals of the type. l56
In the matter of invention in literary composition,
Bacon "

. must have believed that education ought to be

organized upon the basis of society's gradual accumulating

l53 Ibid ., p. l20.
l54 Ibid . , p. 775.
l55Hardin Craig, The Enchanted Glass, pp. l69-l70.
l56Baldwin, ~. cit., II, 303.
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a knowledge of nature and imparting it to all pupils at every
stage, as far as they could comprehend it." 157

In the

Advancement of Learning, Bacon recognizes the dynamic nature
of rhetoric when he writes that " .

. the duty and office

of rhetoric is to apply Reason to Imagination for the better
moving of the wi 11. ,,158
Bacon's concept of rhetorical invention was rather
broad, wider than that of Cicero and other classical writers,
even that of the Scholastics. 159

He was concerned not only

with finding broad ideas and thoughts but also with the
compilation of sentences which could be used in his speaking
and writing in their entirety.

Wallace agrees that, to

Bacon, invention, the first of the four intellectual arts of
rhetoric, meant two things:

discovering new knowledge here

tofore undiscovered, and the recovering or resummoning knowl
edge already known through a system of gathering and
cataloguing for easier recall.

The emphasis, however, Bacon

places on the process of recovery.160

157Graves,

QQ..

cit., pp. 265-266.

158Works, p. 127.
159Wl. lb ur Samue 1 Howell, Logic and Rhetoric
1500-1700, p. 367.
l60wallace, Q£. cit., p. 85.
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Concerning Elizabethan rhetorical methods, Craig makes
the following evalua.tion:
Rhetoric must have been, because of its connection
with literature and because of its relation to
public affairs, indeed because of its brightness
in comparison with other subjects in the curricu-'
lum, a school discipline of great value when
taught by cultured and judicious masters.
In
any case, it played a large part in the education
of . . . Bacon. 1'61
Nevertheless, Bacon regretted that logic and rhetoric were
being simplified to the capacities of children,for, as
Baldwin points out, he believed that children had learning
or experience to profit by such teaching,

that a premature

exposure to the study of logic and rhetoric produced affec
tation and superficiality.162
The embryo of Bacon's works, then, are his collections
of commonplaces, those compilations which he gathered during
fertile moments of reading and meditation.

Perhaps, the

most fruitful source of his sententious and lucid style is
the Promus of Formularies and Eleqancies, a collection begun
on December 5, 1594, or even earlier, and continued for an
unknown period.

1 6Cralg,
1·

At least, the former date is specifically

QQ..

162Baldwin,

.
Clt.,
p. 167 .

QQ..

cit., II, 361.
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noted in folio 85 of the Promus, as is a later date of
January 27, 1595, in folio 114. 163
The original copy, presumably in Bacon's own handwriting,
is preserved in the British Museum as a part of the Harleian
Collection (No. 7017).

The pagination of the handwritten

manuscript is in modern form, although it is questionable
that Bacon himself was concerned about the matter of numbering
pages.

The handwritten folio sheets are numbered 83 to 132

and were probably written sometime bE; Neen the above dates.
One suggests that the problem of pagination be explained
either by a loss of material before or after the folios were
preserved or by an attempt to collate the Promus with other
miscellaneous material.

According to Edwin Durning-Lawrence

in his Preface to the Promus of Formularies, it is likely
that the latter explanation is more nearly correct. 164
The word, promus, is a Latin term of the kitchen, trans
lated as a larder or a storehouse.
an indication of Bacon's

intentic~

Its meaning is in itself
to use it as a storehouse

of words and phrases in the production of future literary

163 Francis Bacon, The Promus of FOJ-:":rm1.::,ries and
EleC;<'.cies, (reproduced from original Earleian loiS. 7017).
164Edwin Durning-Lawrence, Bacon Is Shakespeare,
pp. 187-189.
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works.

The term itself was used by

b~con

in the Advancement

of Learning, a term which commended itself to his fertile
mind. 165

In his bid for power in the court of Queen

Elizabeth, not all went well.

It was during this time while

he was waiting for the favor of a promotion that he likely
amused himself during the Christmas vacation of 1594 by
beginning his promus. 166
The Promus is a collection of some original ideas,
salutations and compliments, transitional words, mere words
and phrases, and aphorisms which are ripe with meaning,
stated or implied.

These collections are written mostly in

Latin and are likely written from memory because of

th~

freedoms taken in their quotations, or because Bacon himself
wa.S a. victim of faulty recall which he sought to correct.
On the other hand, intentional variations in the quotations
may well have served his purposes by preserving his
originality and rendering the words and phrases more useful
in the unique ways to which he wished to put them.

It is

a commonplace book, arranged largely at random and sometimes

165 Wor.k s, pp. 136-137.
166William Aldis Wright (ed.), The l"ldvancement of
Learning Qy Fra ncis :::i3con, Preface, p . xiv.
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according to relationships between topics and ideas.

It

consists of about fifty folio pages containing about 1,680
collections from over three hundred a.uthors from both classi
cal times and Bacon's own era, according to Green. 167

For

the most part, Green believes that Bacon kept his scrapbook
with no particular or immediate purpose in mind.
The Promus clearly indicates that Bacon was serious
about taking all knowledge for his province.

The manner in

which he puts together striking philosophical insights,
courtly phrases, whimsical expressions, wise sayings, some
times vulgar ideas is remarkably similar to the loose stream
of-consciousness method of modern writers.

168

There are

many thoughts on all matters of human relationships, seeds
of his Essays.

Interspersed among the entries of his own

invention are apothegms, proverbs, verses from the Bible,
lines from Latin poets, all set down in random order which
gives the reader the impression that Bacon was trying to
remember as many worthwhile ideas from his reading and
observation exactly as they happened to present themselves
to his mind.

In one section, for example, there is ample

167 Green, QR. clt.,
.
p. 79 .
168 Ibid ., p. 81.
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quotation from the Bible, especially from
wisdom literature of the Old

Testa~~~nt,

t~e

Psalills and the

followed by choice

selections from the New Testament, mostly from the Latin
Vulgate.

Added to this group are proverbs and epigrams

taken from various contemporary European writers in French,
Spanish, Italian, as well as in English. 169

Spedding does

not recognize much that is original in it, but he is certain
that Bacon expected to make use of this random compilation
if, when, and where the occasion arrived. 170
The most thorough work on the Promus has been done by
Pott in 1883, who tried to prove the connection between the
Promus and the plays of Shakespeare.

In spite of much

scholarly disagreement with her work, she has made a valuable
contribution to one's knowledge of some of the secrets of
Bacon's writing.

She notes that Bacon's gigantic power with

language is largely found in his efforts to perfect the
niceties of the language and to experiment with analogy and
antithesis, two elements which portray his special literary
force. 171

169Francis Bacon, Promus

(Harleian MS. 7017).

170George Walter Steeves, Francis Bacon: A Sketch of
His Life, ~"Jorks, ar~ Li ter~ry Fri.,-::·- -::·s; cl1i"eIly from ~
.
B1'bl'lograp h'1ca 1 P Olne
or Vl8W, p. ~v.
J..

,..

,.,

171Constance Mary Pott, The PrOffiLS of Formularie~
and Elega~cies eY Francis Bacon;-(Preface-Sy Edwin Abott) ,
p:-xi.
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Bacon selected proverbs and phrases from the Vulgate,
Virgil, Ovid, Seneca, and Erasmus, but for what reasons?

In

analyzing the meanings of the host of proverbs and phrases
selected from antiquity and from the great humanist, Erasmus,
one notes that Bacon was fond of those with ambiguities or
some metaphysical conceit, in short, with some element that
tantalized or teased the mind into new areas of thought. 172
To mine the gems in writings of great authors and to give
the mind some worthwhile and new thoughts surely is of con
siderable merit.
The name, Promus of Formularies and Elegancies, was
taken by Spedding from a. heading of one of the folio sheets,
who also took the liberty of identifying the folios by this
name, because it illustrates the manner of Bacon's working,
which he describes in the Advancement of Learning and De
.
173
. S·
Augment~s
c~ent~arum.

However, because she notes a

•

paucity of quotations from Promus in the Essays, Pott warns
that
. . it would be hazardous to assert that these
entries were made in preparation . . . with a
definite view to any of Bacon's writings.
It

172 Ib id., p. X~~.
173 L i.d., p. 3.
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appears more probable that notes of this class were
originally made by him in order to improve himself,
to discipline his own mind, and to assist his cogi
tations on many deep subjects connected with the
mind and heart of man.
It is easy to see what a
help it would be to his memory and to his "inven
tion to look back in later days 'co these notes,
which would recall the studies of the piJ.st, whilst
at every glance they suggested new trains of
thought and more varied images and turns of expres
sion. 174
II

Of the more than 1,600 entries in the Promus,

for the

most part mixed and in some kind of confusion, there are
four or more definite categories.

Perhaps, the most obvious

group is that consisting of proverbs, Latin, French, Spanish,
and Italian.

Pott has discovered that all of the English

proverbs are either taken from Heywood's epigrams published
in 1562, or are translations of other proverbs or derivations
from the Bible. 175

One observes that it is not unusual for

Bacon to select a proverb and rework its phrasing so that
it will perform a new function in his writing.

By changing

some word or altering a phrase, he frequently creates an
entirely new image.
to fossilize it.

He was trying to perfect language, not

Metaphors and similes, favorite Baconian

devices, are liberally collected in the Promus and are widely

174 Ibid ., p. 15.
175 Ibid ., p. 17.
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used in his prose works.

Many of these metaphors and

similes are found in the Promus only in a

ger~

form which

Bacon's mind then could nurture and preserve into a part of
his work which was to endure for all time.

Pott proposes

that many of the figures of speech are also found in the
writings of John Lyly.176
Bacon's collection of single words are closely related
to figures of speech, but he is evidently interested in
gathering them because of the enrichment of his diction or
his vocabulary.

Many of the single words used in the Promus

are usually of Latin or foreign extraction which Bacon
sought to introduce into English likely because of their
rich connotation and verbal history.

It is the opinion of

the present author that Bacon wishes primarily to discipline
himself as a user of language.
One of the most unusual folios in Promus is that which
contains various forms of morning and evening salutations.
A true gentleman should _ ~.ow the varieties of such common
greetings, a courtesy which Bacon must have considered to
be one of the greatest charms of social manners.

Perhaps,

his stay at the French court had made him more aware of the

17 6 Ibid . , p. 39.
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gentilities inherent in such matters of address.

The Promus

is filled with a miscellany of words, phrases, or sentences
which have the capacity of beau t.ifying the langua.ge with
imagery and sense.
The issue of how much Bacon used his Promus is still
moot.

For example, Spedding adopts

t~e

v~ewpoint

that Bacon

himself did not use these materials in a verbatim sense in
his own acknowledged sentences.

On the other hand Williamson

believes that
Ba.con considered the ProlTlus as a. collection of
formulae or appropriate phrases for recurrent
situations . . . . The editors of Bacon's Essays
have found his own sentences (antitheta) fre
quently cited therein, and their suggested use
may remind us how aphorisms were developed
rhetorically for Bacon. 177
Williamson further believes that "

. the familiar battery

of sentence, similitude, or example is implicit in these
requirements, and is copiously illustrated in his Promus of
Formularies and Eleqancies.,,178
One technical item related to the problem that pOssesses
an element of mystery is Bacon's method of marking his
entries.

Some have slant lines

(/l across the writing,

177George W~"~amson
T'ne
~~-t,l~
P 165
.L
,_
_ SC-~-~':1
.J.:...l.:::;,.
.J...1...;.......

178 Ibid ., p. 167.

\.......l.,l,GL-Q .•

...~1L1 .

•
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while others have marks similar to the capital letters T, F,
and A placed at the ends of lines.

What these marks signify

is not clear, but one thinks it is safe to say that they
indicate that Bacon made use of the Prornus in some manner.
The 1597 edition of Essays contains the following ten
se lections: "Of Studies," "Of Discourse," "Of Ceremonies and
Respects," "Of Followers and Friends," "Of Sutes, "

"Of

Expence," "Of Regiment of Health," "Of i-ionour and Reputa
tion," "Of Faction," and "Of Negociating."

When Bacon

published this first book of essays, he was thirty-six years
old and probably at the peak of his intellectual capacity.179
The heartaches and reversals of his later life were yet to
color his attitudes and modify his ambitions.

By this time

his active mind, prodded by his share of human difficulty,
had much opportunity to gather the material in the Promus
and other mnemonic matter, some of \vhich he might have
utilized in the

c~~position

of his Essavs.

The volume was

so small that it was supplemented by lesser works entitled
Colours of Good and Evil. a,nd Sacred Meditations.
the Essays, however, that are the most memorable.

179Steeves,

Ope

cit., p. 98.

It is
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Shortly after Bacon completed his Promus in 1597, he
fJrther consoled himself by publishing his small volume of
ten Essays, which may have been written some time earlier
and which were already being circulated in manuscript form,
apparently regarding the publication date as being pre
rna t ure. 180

". .
.
In h'lS DeQlcatlon
to th e 1-~ 97 Ed"ltlon to hlS

brother Anthony, he gives the following explanation con
cerning his reasons for publishing the collection:
Loving and beloved Brother, I do now like some that
have an orchard ill neighbored, that gather their
fruit before it is ripe, to prevent stealing. These
fragments of my conceits were going to print; to
labor the stay of them had been troublesome, and
subject to interpretation; to let ~hem pass had
been to adven~ule the wrong they might receive
by untrue copies, or by some garnishment, which it
might please any that should set them forth to
bestow upon them. Therefore I held it best dis
cretion to publish them myself as they passed
long ago from my pen, without any further disgrace,
than the weakness of the Author. As I did ever
hold, there might be as great a vanity in retiring
and withdrawing men's conceits (except they be of
some nature) from the world, as in obtruding them:
so in these particulars I nave played myself the
Inquisitor, and find nothing to my understanding
in them contrary or infectious to the state of
Religion, or ,.,=~nners, but rather (as I suppose)
medicinable. Only I disliked now to put th.:.,,:
out because they will be like the late new half
pence, which though the Silver were good, yet the
pieces were small. But since they wouie. not s'c<-Y

l80wright (ed.), QQ. cit., p. xv.
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with their Master, but would needs travel G;broad,
I have preferred them to you that are next myself,
dedicating them, such as they are, to our love,
in the depth whereof (I assure you) I sometimes
with your infirmities translated upon myself, that
her Majesty might have the service of so active
and able a mind, and I might be with excuse con
fined to these contemplations anCi studies for which
I am fittest, so commend I you to the preservation
of the divine Majesty. From my Chamber at Gray's
Inn, this 30th of January, 1597.
Your entire loving brother,
Francis Bacon

This dedication makes it obvious that this first volume of
ten short essays, printable on ten small pages, was published
by Bacon himself so as to forestall an unauthorized publica
tion undertaken by others, proof of the high esteem in which
his wisdom was beginning to ~~ held. 181
The germs of these Essays are primarily to be founa. in
the forty-seven "Antitheses of Things" which Bacon includes
in his Advancement of Lea.rning.

A study of these Antitheses

and a comparison with the Essays reveals what Bacon meant
to imply by an "essay."

As he admits, it was an " .

attempt, a trial, an estimate of pros and cons, a kind of
debate to determine worth of either qualities or

18
1·
.
Farrlngton,
QQ. Clt.,
p. 50 .
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characters. ,,182

In spite of the fact that these Essays

show some influence of his moral distinctions, their spirit
is much too preoccupied with self-interest, or with the
spirit of Machiavelli, whom Bacon quoted frequently, to suit
the morality of modern days.

For example, in "Of Simulation

and Dissimulation," Bacon writes:

"The best composition and

temperature is, to have openness in fame and opinion;
secrecy In habit; dissimulation in seasonable use; and a
power to feign if there be no remedy."183

The attitude

toward morality in Bacon's Essays was quite utilitarian, or
even Machiavellian. 184

Readers sometimes feel that both

sides of a question are balanced so equally that Bacon arrives
at no single position.

Some excoriate him, because they

feel that he places expediency as a rule of conduct before
any other consideration.

Falsehood and related evils, by

. ru 1 e, can some t lmes
.
b
. -' d . 185
t h lS
e 'JUs t lrle

182Clark Sutherland Northup (ed.), The Essays of
Francis Bacon, (Introduction), p. xxiii.
183 Works, p. 742.
184Will J. Durant, The Story of p~ilosophy, p. 126.
185 Gor don Haight (ed.), Essays a~d New Atlantis,
(Introduction), p. xv.
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In an inventory of Bacon's manuscripts made in 1608,
Zeitlin indicates there is evidence that there were four
note-books, thus throwing an interesting light on Bacon's
method of work.

In one, Bacon apparently jotted down an

idea as it occurred to him; in another, he copied as many
of these kinds of reflections as time had proved to have
value; in a third, he entered excerpts fram his readings
without a sense of order; and in a fourth, he arranged
excerpts and original ideas under specific headings. 186
Thus, Zeitlin's stUdy brings one to the very heart of the
Baconian essay.

For example, one sees that the fourth kind

of commonplace book is the likely source of the strings of
sentences comprising the Essays of 1597.

An eager copyist

or overzealous amanuensis may have begun to circulate them,
thereby causing Bacon to hasten to
although prematurely.

p~blish

them authentically,

This situation further suggests to

Zeitlin and other scholars just how appreciative sixteenthcentury men were of the moralistic and didactic sententious
ness that formed

~~e

style of essay-writing, of which style

Bacon was the greatest representative. 187

l86Jacob Zeitlin, "Co::nmonplaces in Elizabet:han Life and
Letters," --JEGP, XIX (Janu2.:_:, 1920), 64.
~

l87 Ibid ., p. 65.
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An examination of the form of the
what extent Zeitlin may be correct.

~ssays

indicates to

In the Appendix to this

present study is to be found a copy of the Essays of 1597
with abundant evidence of the presence of Bacon's use of the
sententious aphorism in each essay.

For example, one sees

that each sentence comprises a "paragraph" of its own, a
matter of style that indicates an almost total lack of tran
sitional material and that underscores the antithetical
nature of many of the sentences, a method that resembles
that of the debate.

Certainly, the heads show planning, but

the quotations from some of the hidden sources, usually from
Bacon's memory, are sometimes found to be so modified and so
inaccurate that some critics have accused Bacon of trying to
improve upon the expressions he has quoted. 188

The method

of the commonplace obviously has been carried over into the
form of the 1597 EE'.says, but it is difficult to determine if
the content of the Promus is still clearly recognizable in
the Essays.

Perhaps, the Essays may have been written before

the Promus was even completed.

There is little proof to be

offered in support of either theory.

The Essays were pub

lished in 1597, but not necessarily written in this year.

188Northup (ed.), QQ. cit., p. xxv.
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Could Bacon have used some

Promus-li~~

source to aid his

memory and invention?
It may appear to be a digression at this point to con
sider a matter as subjective and ephemeral as that of Bacon's
prose style.

It is, however, necessary that one consider

this aspect of Bacon's writing in order to calm somewhat the
furore concerning his place in the Ciceronian-Senecan
stylistic controversy, inasmuch as criticism of Bacon's
writings are two-fold, taking into consideration his unique
style and content, although the matter of content is of
little concern, here.
Montaigne's Essais had appeared in 1580, and the
influence of Montaigne upon Bacon remains with a tenacious
grip in the minds of many critics.

The distinct stylistic

quality of Montaigne's writing, as Williams sees it,

lS

that of an elaborate literary form, perha.ps more after the
style of John Lyly's Euphues, with a certain quality of
whimsical thought, and most specifically a display of idio
syncrasies of Montaigne's personal character.

Montaigne's

personality is reflected in his own writings; however,
Bacon's forcible plain English really gives one little infor
.
mation about his personal ,J...Lte.

seeks to communicate

II

Williams claims that Bacon

• wisdom writ.ten down with .
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a crispness." 189

In comparing the styles of both a.uthors,

however, one concludes that

~10ntaigne's

influence on Bacon's

essay-writing was insignificant, both from the viewpoint of
style and content. l90
In spite of the necessity for the premature publication
of Bacon's first ten essays because of a wholesale borrowing
of his ideas contained therein, not all Elizabethans appre
ciated Bacon's sententious style.

Hoskins, for example,

describes what Bacon's first essays pretended to be:
If it be a matter of short direction for life and
action, or notes for memory, I intend not to dis
credit this new trick. But otherwise, he that
hath a long journey to walk in that pace is like
a horse that overreacheth and yet goes slow. 191
The gait of horses was a common metaphor of the time.

On

the other hand, on this side of the Atlantic and a century
later, Emerson considered Bacon primarily to be a stylist
and a man of action, aCivising his brother Edward in
Washington also to keep a journal of exciting political

189 0r l o Williams, "Fra:l.cis Bacon s Good Sense,
National Review, CXIV (March, 1940), 372.
I

II

190Jacob zeitlin, "The Development of Bacon's Essay-
Wi th Special Reference to the Questior.L of I"1ontaigne 's
Influence upon Them,
!I;~cp, XArvII (October, 1028), 496-500.
II

191Quoted in Williamso~,

OD.

~

cit.,
- .D.

102.

S4

events and ideas in Bacon's manncr. 192

Emerson himself

learned from Bacon (as well as from Montaigne) how to shape
his journal notes into a rounded form. l93

A reading of

Emerson's essays reveals an epigrammatic style that has
some similarities to that of Bacon's.
Bacon himself, however, was not too concerned with
taking sides in the stylistic debate of the time; rather,
he was concerned more with matter than style; hence, uis
use of aphorisms as the best means of dealing with matter.
In the Advancement of Learning, concerning writing in apho
risms, he explains:
For first, it trieth the writer, ~~ether he be
superficial or solid:
for Aphorisms, exce9t
they should be ridiculous, cannot be Dade but
of the pith and heart of sciences; for discourse
of illustration is cut off; descriptions of prac
tice are cut off; so there remainet~ nothing to
fill the Aphorisms but some good quantity of
observation: and therefore no man can suffice,
nor in reason will attempt, to write aphorisms,
but he that is sound and grounded.
Methods are more fit to win consent or belief,
but less fit to point to action; for they carry
a kind of demonstration in orD or circle, one
part illuminating another, and therefore satisfy;
but particulars, being dispersed, do best agree
with dispersed directions. And lastly, Aphorisms,

192 Vi vian c. Hopkins, "Emerson (.', ",d Bacon," .c'.merican
Literature, XXIX (January, 1958), 4lC.
193Ib~~

~.,

D

,1:-

411.

95
representing a knowledgc b=okcn, 60 invite men to
enquire farti1er; whereas r1et",.oc..s, cc.rryin.g "the shew
of a total, do secure men, as if they were at
furthest. 194
He views aphorisms as the best method in vn1ich to rely
entirely upon con-tent, a good inductive method which belonged
to essay writing.

He believes that methods persuaded, but

aphorisms tantalized the mind.
Both the Ciceronian and the Sene can cults of style
suffer under Bacon's con~emnations.195 For example, he con
siders attempted eloquen.ce, in any form,

to be a hindrance

to the advancement of learning, but not to the use of learn
ing.

Both cults, he feels,

rhetoric above philosophy.

set words above matter and
But, to Bacon, the first vanity

in learning is that of Ciceronian imitation, which he calls
hunting "more after words than matter.,,196

But, like his

contemporaries, he constantly cites both the ancients and
moderns in support of his statements.
offers an abundant

evi~ence.

He turns back from the

exuberant stylistic milieu of the late

194works, p. 125.
195 Wl'11'lamson, on.
.
196works, p. 54.

't

~.,

His Promus itself

p. 1~3
J.

~8naissance

to the

96
methods of the ancient rhetoricians and their

~~emon1C

devices, a reorientatio:1. whic:1. has an ccbund2.nt. effect. on
, stye.
1 197
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Thus,
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.o~con

of a new prose style. 198
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Is it mere coincidence, therefore,

that a change from the medieval philosophy of cert.ainty to
the Renaissance philosophy of skepticism occurs at the same
time as a change of st.y1es of writing?

Schuster argues that

Bacon avoided the use of the periodic sentence, because it
was appropriate only for enhancing tL
masses.

For scientific purposes,

knowledge of the

elo~uent

p2riods too

quickly satisfied a. reader or hearer, rendering the device
inadequate. 199
Bacon commends the stylistic moderation of Tacitus in
De Augmentis, and Benjamin has analyzed the influence of
Tacitus on Bacon, discovering that it. is most marked in the
first period of Bacon's active life

(1585-1607), the years

of the publication of the first version of the Essays and

197 Slster
'
Ivlary .A"
nto,'ila Bowfnan, .,"
00':::'n8 E l-.g 1'"
lsn Prose St y 1 8
of Francis Bacon," D2., XXIV (l'1ay, 1964), 4674-4675.
198sister Mary Faith SdlUster, "PhiJ.osophy of Life and
Prose Style in Thomas More's 'Richard II:' and Francis
'" ~
p'.---'
-xx~r
(----19-5'
/·7o.
.J..,
I
L
u Udc ,
~),.".
B acon I s 'H enry V~I
199 LoC . cit.
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the Advancement _oi Learninq before Bacon
;;..;;..:-,-,---..c..:,-=-,::.=..:.:.-~

so much on science. 200
Seneca, Lipsius,

h~d

set his siahts
.

Bacon also writes favorably of

Machiavelli, an6 Guicciardini.

Scholars

have long allied Bacon with the anti-Ciceronian movement,
noting his use of brevity in the first edition of

~ssavs;

his attack upon the "flowing and watery vein" of the

.
.
.
.. ...,
- - . ,')01
.
Cl.CerOnlans In hls p,cva.nceILlent OJ:: LearnlnCj;....
and hls
development of a loose prose style.

His demand for matter

over words eventually finds him settling for a plain style
which he advocates allegorically in 'I:-"e Ne"\'! Atlantis. 202 Do
the Essays of 1597 follow the style of Seneca or Tacitus?
The aphoristic style of the first

ESS2VS

certainly do pre

sent knowledge without order and connection, fitting the
style of the Tacitean sentence.

Benjamin believes that

Bacon is more sympathetic with the linguistic theories of
the followers of Tacitus, who wrote with a kind of obscurity
that was inclined to hide the higher wisdom from the reach
of the ordinary man.

'llhe writings of Ta.ci tus were probably

200 Edw in B. Benjamin, "Bacon and '::.'ctcitus," Classical
Philology, LX (April, 1965), 102.
201 v'Torks, -:). 5~·.
202Ibid., pp. 731-732.
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influen·tial,

even

~hcug~ Baco~ ~oes

great extent, but links Tacitus

~~~ ~2~tio~ ~h2m

wit~ ~achi2velli

to any
t~e

as

master of practical, capsule wis~om.203
Williams,
observes that

in editing a variety
B~con's l~conic

v..-hich depicts the process of
dirt is washed away

u~til

o~

English essaya,

style suggests

pa.nnilJ.(~i

t~e

word,

ns~~y,

for sold in wi1ich &11

there is nothing left except a

few flashing specks of gold. 204

Bacon's aphoris~s with

their brilliant images are the result of his deliberate
effort to be both tacit and moral.

But no man of flesh

blood ever withstands the forces of change.

~nd

Even Bacon's

vlri ting was slibj ect to new forces a-t vlOrk wi thir. his own
genius and within his own intellectual climate.
As Bacon himse lf vIas subj ect. to the cr.anges

V.l:L

thin his

society and within hiuself, hiz Essays reflect these changes.
When the first: ten ·-:·;scvs of 1597 appeared, tney were unique
wr i tings , little more than collcctioi1s of

se~l-::ert iae

trans

ferred from a commoD?lace book with little enlargement and
no transitional material.

2 03 Ben j ~,:-,1i:1, .Q..2..

204W. E. Wiil iarcls

pp. :.1-12.

To some extent

ci.:: . , Pl?·

the fi=st edition

lC7-109.

" ) , t::..
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represents Bilcon's

dc~~rturQ

from

t~e

~or00l

Elizabethan writers w::osc

m2-C~10C~S

siders a hindrance to the

adva~cemeDt o~

investigate, parhaps
pattern was that of
maybe Tacitus.

~~~i12iy,

Se~eea,

o~

to

styles of

2.::-1::2 iloI."ic.;nc.s:3 B2..CC:1 con
le~rning.

d8tc~Ji~e

LifSius,

One may

whether Eacon's

eve~ Man~aigne,

or

Because Bacon rcaintained that wri ti'.g shc,uld

give expression to an idea in the manner in

w~1ich

the mind

comes to grips with i-t, he chose the device of the aphorism
which rej ected the t:radi tional embe llishments by wILich
Renaissance rhetoric tended to carry the idea even beyond
the obvious.

This moce oz

the whole of tr.e

NOVl.:.Ci

e~pression

Orgar.c:i.m.

Bacon uses throughout

When, hov/ever, he wrote the

.l\dvancement of Learninq, he must have seen L:.at a fJOre
methodical and persuasive style was necessary for the best
It is this development in the thinking and

communication.

experience of Bacon that provides some insight into the style
of the later Essays of 1612 and 1625, revealing a modifica
tion of his aphoristlc manner of 1597. 205

Gone now are the

paragraph markings which indicate that each sentence should
be taken as a separate entity.

Gone also are the transi

tionless ga?s between -ehe sentences.
~~ OSHe len

c.

Quintana (eds.),
166(, I, 44.

,tel

:;::;'..;.'-:1" C.

Walle:,::c'~~ein,

",-nd Ricarc.o

'?nTe2nt>-Cc_nt~r_~7l; __ ;~2T:.:¢';" :::':-OS2:

1000

2-CJ

To reveal
experience and

t~c

dlfferencc

Llte~lect:u

twe~tY-8~S~t

years of

_ cL.J s'cylistic -:ieveloprr.cnt made

in Bacon s style: b01:h ch.
I

essay,

~h~t

1597 ar-"o 1625 sci·tions of the

"Of Studies," are given herea£'cer in parallel columns:
1597 Edi tiO:1

Studies serve for pastimes,
for ornaments & for abilities.
Their chiefe use for pastime
is in privatenes and
retiring; for ornamente is
in discourse, and for abili
tie is in judgemen~. For
expert men can execute, but
learned men are fittest to
judge or censure.

To spend too much tiDe in
them is slouth, to use
them too much for ornement
is affectation: to make
judgement wholly by t~eir
rules, is the hureour of ~he
Scholler.
They perfect Nature, and
are perfected by experi
ence.

Craftie men contemne tjem,
simple men admire them,
wise men use them: For they
teach not their owne ~se,
but that is a wisdome with
out them: and above them

1625 Editio:l.
Studies serve for Delight,
for Grna.~e~t and for Ability.
Their Chiefs Use ~or Delight,
is in Pr~vatenesS2 a~d
Retiring; For Ornament, is in
Discourse; And for Abili~y,
is in the Judgement and Dis
posi~ion of Busin2sse.
For
Expert Men can Execute, ~.nd
perhaps Judge of particulars,
one by one; But the general1
Counsels, and the plots, and
Marshalling of Affaires, corne
best from those that are
Learned.
To spend too much
Time in StUdies, is Sloth;
To use them too much for
Ornamc t, is Affectation; 70
make ~udgement w~olly by their
Rules is the Humou~ of a
Scholler.
They perfect Nature,
and are perfected by Experi
ence:
For :sI'c.tu:call Abilities,
are li>.:e N~turCJll plants,
:::hat r:'2eC: Proyning by Stuqy:
And Studies 'chemseLes, doe
give fJrt~ Directions too
much at Larse, except they be
bounded in by experience.
Cro.fty l':ell C(~::i:ernne St.lJ.dies_i
Sim~le Men A~~i~e them; and
Wise X2D Use th~;~~
For they
teach not their owne Use; But
that is a Wisdome without
them, ~n~ above ~hem, won by

2..CJl

wonne by

().;: -c 0
Con~rcdic~, a~d CO~f~.l~e; Nor
to Belccv2 ~.nd T2)C2 for
s~~n-tcd; Ncr to Pind2 T&lke
a,n6 Discourse; Lut to wei0~

o~serv2~ion.

Reade not to contradict, nor
to believe, but to waish and
consider.

Reading maketh ~ ~~ll man,
conference a readye rna~,
and writing an exacte man.
And therefore if a man
write little, he had ne2{~
have a great memorie, if
he conferre little, he had
neede have a present wit,
and if he reade little, he
had neede have rnuc~ cunning,
to seeme to know °Cl'1a c i1e
doth not.

Library)

j_ce:r- •

SO;-c;()

r~

'-~OG}~e3

Writi~g

an

Ex~ct

~~d

~:i.s-::()ril:~.~ :~:L~~(2
f_oe-~ . ~ ~"~'-l tt~T i

J.ler.

VV:Lse;

ic}:s
S :..J.~)':~ i:' 1; :>~':-:.. t 2·~. r d.l ;_ l,~-~ i 1 c S c)p h..:L
aee:ie; lvjoral1 Grave; Loqi;:::K
and -,-,-,'_._-
R>le,~OrJ.r:;\. .:C.ble to Con::end.
AbE:un..: ,;;;tuc:.~.ct in Mores.
Nay

r-c ">"'5
=:,~~
.:.~,

.

~:. s

CCilS

'=-\.2 c.~ -.:-] c:

therefore, I~ a Kan
Kri~e little, he had need
have a Grea~ Me20ry; If he
Conferre lit~le, he had ~eed
~lave a Pr€3er~t Wi~; And if he
Reade little, he had need
~ave much Cunni~s, to see2e
·to know "c.h.::c t, :1.e cot:,- not.

1597

of P 0: r s \-:.a.s iOl'1 a Del .J i;~) c

a,lla

Man.

Histories make men wise,
Peets wittie:
the Mat~e
matickes subtle, naturall
Phylosophie deepe: Morall
grave, Logicke and
Rhetoricke able to con
tend. 206

1

.~ =L G n..

Man; arld

J

20S ·"'·r-'
DCl' ::>- ~r
7C-acc-n
t..., 0...1.
~

r\!:l

are tc ~Je ta.stcd, C'~h2rs to
be S~~a~_lo~cdJ 2,~d So~c Few
La be ChewcQ d~d ~iS0~ted:
Tl-la-c. i3, se:T12 £.:;o·:e: :;Lre to
----be reac( c·:e::"y in •'art, i C ::hers
to be =Ga] ~u~ ~o Cu ..: .OL.S ly;
And 50,-.2 ;;'e/1 "'co b
reo.c: wholly,
and ',,\ii 1:.,1 Dii ic ..:;r~:-.:( anc. Att,::n
-!-'
Sorre j3c)o}(e~; also may
,-lO~.
be read by Deputy, and Extracts
made of Lh~~ by Ot~ers: But
that wou~d ~e, one~y in the
lesse i~~orta~t Arguments,
and thd Meaner Sort of Bookes:
else discilL2d Bookes, are
:.ike COIf,n10n diatilled 1i·~·a~cers,
Flashy things.
Re~ding maketh
a Full man; Conference a ready

Some bookes are to bee
t~stcd, others to cee
swallowed, and SDDe few to
bee chewed and diJested:
T~at is,
some bookes are to
be read only in par~es;
ot;1ers to be read, ~:'-:lJc c:r
sori ly, and sorr.e fevi to ~":2
read wholly and with d~li
gence and attention.

'Text;

CI-~,JS c

t. (i.e

1·,._ .:~.~= -~2-_-L1a,t

f:elj_c;:_o~~s ~'I,:...::~.it~:..:.~.~.i,",):i.S:

P!.aces
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'\, -; J... ·t

I

~~):J.

v.lr:o~g;. . '-~

O.. . J. t

~i~c

~i~~~s~s o~

O.S

~)~/

I:~-.?c:di-

C: fe, c.~ '\1

·~o

e

i? it. ::; -~:~ ~_J. j.e ;:~~ ;
t~:e Bo~y,

may h2ve £pp=opriatc Exer
c:~scs .
Low:ing is £006 for
t~e stene ~nd Re~ncs;
Shoct~~g ~Gr the L~~gs and
Er~ast; Gentle Walking for
the sto~~c~:~; R~d~~g for the
Beao; A~d tn2 like.
So i£ a
Mans Wit 08 WdD2eri~91 let
11 inl S.!c D.el \:_ t.ile L~.2 t ··-:.et::c·~ .: i(~l< s ;
For. in :OGl-:~'Jl~st::a.!ClOt.t·S if l1is
Wit be called away never so
little, he mus~ begin again:
If his Wit be not Apt to dis
tinguish or find differences,
let t1ifCi SJc<.:.dy the .;Jchoolemen;
F()r ·t118Y are ~:~'~·/rni~:.j_ s2ct:ores.
If he be not Apt to bea~ over
Matters, and to ca~l up one
Thing, to Prove and Illus
t~ate another, 12t hiQ s~uev
the La-:\Tyers Cc,ses:
So every
Defect of the Minde, ma,v have
a SpeciaLl Receit. 207 ~
I

Tex-t:
~'lO\v

One readily sees
style of the 1597

1625

L'1e aphoristic, transi tionless

editic~

was expanded in the 1625 edition.

If one follows Bacor.; s idea "chat a florlG.

sty~e

whic:!

embellishes an ide& is a hindrance to the advanceDent of
_.J..

learning, he realizes

a·.....

once that Bacon did not

con~i~er

his early ideas as being cornplete and beyond the r.eed for

207 Quo t ea' l.!
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.- -~.·v.
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improvement.
rn~terial,

morc

'rowth o.

hi.:

In

th~

1625 edition,

ill~s~ratioGs
exp'2rie~~ce a:~d

toward aD aphoristic

sty~e.

~e

Qdds

and examp_cs
·~·,"e

~orc

~ra~sitional

i~dic~tive

r.1c::.lc!ing of

~.is

of the

attitudes

Perhapb, 2acon knew that his

life was passin<j' so s\;viftly tJ.'1at ioc Vias DOW tiL-,e for

to

hlffi

make fina.l some id.eas wLich he formsrly nad souSh·t to improve.
He did improve

the~,

and by this

irnprove~ent,

in his Essays
In all

earned a place for himself among the world's great.
of the ten essays CO:'1tained in the 15S7 ed i-.:::i on ,

o.~e

observes

a very simple and concise style with no embellishments.
Here, Bacon is not concerned about the fine details and
polished literary finish, but sought to express ideas in the
In both his second and third editions,

least exalted mood.

s~yle

however, he reaches a higher level of

as a greater insight into the character of
treats.

and mood as well
~he

No longer does he consider merely the

subjects of everyday life, but he now dea:s
.
~
subJects OI a more

,.

e~e~

-

~ea

nature.

subje~ts

ho~e-s?un

~~~h phi-os(?hi~

203

Al though Sped(:.ir.g _?:c og .izes only c:hrec. ec. i. t=.. ons
1612, and 1625), he notes

208xorthup

(~d
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I

u .

th~t ther~

c'~-t:.,

lJ·

he

have been

x:::iv.

\:"597,

innurr~~able
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edition of 1625, he was

el,1ending .210
we:;:-e

.:-'

L-lc.ic~

language more

L .. S
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,Ljc..;..
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The l.2.-'.:er ed:..·.::ions

less concise and

t>'C"~
.....
~._

0'<..L=

-:.e ''::-.'1a t

's

anJ

··::"s -c:10:.:;ghtz

or~a,~e,

al t:;.GL"grl

never lost completely L-"e f.1agnificent sC1ccincL-le;;s and.
brevity that help to maintain their

" C·1"J.2\1y ll

, '.
211
qua.Ll-cy.

vJith

the expansions and the additions of the latar v2rsions comes
an increase in the discursive style unknown in the eQrlier
editions. 212
In the 1612 edition, Bacon omits essay eight of the
original ten ("0f BOLour a.nd Rc;;p1::tation") but adds tvlenty
In

nine new ones.

t~'18

1625 edition, he resOcores "Of'

and Reputation" and adds nineteen morc.

~{onour

Only "Of Stc.::lies,"

"Of Ceremonies and Respects," "Of Faction," 2.:10. 1I0f l'.cgotia
ting" appear in all

editions, all in an c..l-ccred and

th:~:ee

One ciscerns this mellowing of

expa.nded form.

atti~udes

in

Bacon's Epistle Dedicatory affixed to the edition of 1625,
hereafter given in

comp~ete

text:

209works, p. 733.
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Exc",llcnt Lord_
Sa.10~Tl011

S:_lYS
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-: :-:3
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C-~

• ~../ -v•

r'
_

~._}

d :=.;

ointment; and
as,~re myself, s~c~ wi~l YG~~ Grace's
name b8 with pos~e=ity. Fo~ yc~r ~~or~t.nc ~.nd E.c~:·it
both have been e~~nent. And you l~a.v2 plaLte& tl:lngs
that are like to l~st. I \...~o nO\'J pL..c;,lis~l lTtY ~~lL~~~:
t.\lhich, of all rny o~he::- \Yorks, :lav2 j)ce;-: m.::Js-:': cur:;::-en"c;
for that, as it S82DS they C0~C ~0~C to ~enls
business and bosoms. I ha.ve 2nl,~rS2d ~hL~ both in
r:.tlr::~Jer and weight:; so tha.t t~.e2( (.;....:0 i~-:'ije(:;c: a ~'""ler.\7
work.
I th0ugh~ it therefore agreeable to my affec
tion and 0~ll9ation to your Grace, to prefix your
name beiore tD2~'Ti, both in English anc. in LatLl.
For
I do conceive that the Latin volun2 of them (~eing
in the universal la~guage) may last as long as books
last. My Instauratlon I dedicatee to the King; my
History of Henry the Seventh (w~lch I have now also
translated i~~atin), and ny portions of ~atural
History, to ~he ?rince; and these I dedicate to your
Grace; being of ~he best fruits ~hat by t~e good
encrease which Cod gives to rny pen and labours I
could yield.
God lead your grace by the hand.
Your Grace's most obliged and faithful servant,

FR. S~. ALBA N2l3
This dedication makes clear that
"':.::pans ions and

a~" .~:.:'2 t

t~e

purpose of Bacon's

ions, Do-t:) in the length and

number of essays, vIas "co fOL" a part of
Because of the similarity in content,
enlargements were inspired by

2rl".;)':,.,~ -.~"L.- C'

~~' 1__; '_ .. \. ..... } ,

p.

7~'c:.;
.:; oJ

•

L~e

the

grea"ter work.

it is likely that the

disc~ssions

civil knowledge of t:)e A_ ar "_ ~:"2nt oi
later served as part of

30iL12

:~:)

of the

I:ea:::j~"i..-;C1,

iflstaul:\C'"tio :rv;:lc:.,..@..

rn0r~1

and

a ,,,'ork "chc. t
l-f,any. of tte

10·:)

:Ol"oaO subjects discuss,:;d in the
tune,

nobility, prosperity,

and in De Augrl1c::ntj
essays.

,3

L:.;\_c1{lC8f,__ ;--_-. ()j~

a~versity

r~c,

Adva-nceme,·~'c.

of

:i"~ec-,_}~-,":Lnq,

Pro;nus is more iniluen-tial to the
than to the Essays.

a~d

t~2

(:cor
like)

Scie:lti,,:,ru;n lx_carr.e tit.les fa::: later

If the enlargements of the 1625

enced by the

as,

T..,' :L-ll, I

e~itioa

were influ

i<: diJpeaL.. :.hat. tOne

Adv'-~l,::::ernern:

.cf l,earnirl

Zeitlin lends hk3 support to the idea

that the basic reason for Bacon 's ch:::..nge3 in the E.'3says was
the influence of

t~e

a~thor's wor~ing

with the Advancement

of Learninq, a ':ac-cor which is more marked in tr.e edition of
1612 than that of 1625.2~4

The subjects of the 1612 Essavs

were likely those areas of truth which Bacon wished to
treat in the Advancement of Lea.rning .

Zeitlin believes it

is in keeping with Bacon's method to prepare ex?eriments for
.
the l. 11 ustratlon

0 f

h'lS tneorles.
,
.
215

Of the apparent differences between the

3ss~ys

of 1597

and those of 1612, t':le most not:iceable is -that of style with
its greater

elaborate~es3,

fluency of Expression,

its freedom,

214Jacob Zeitlin
J1'I':-':.~ L2velop:'11ent of Baco':.l' s B.ssay-
With Special Reference to \::h,: QUGstior" of £.'lont:;;.:.i'jne I is
l.-."
----'r-D
X ..V ... - (0 C t o..::;er,
1
--_ 9"'r"
5"7
ll"em,
~,_;'.1.1.
L. OJ,
u.
I n f 1-,-uence upon M
215 Loc . cit.

~G/<

and

t~e

use of examples

a~d

illus·t~~~lO~s_

new aspect, however, pi:esen·t:"ns· i

tse~:f

i:;

Z0~t::in :f~nc;.::;

cc~e

c:.

tVlcn~y-nine

ne,v essays of 1612, that. of a Lew cle\/,...ltic:n to r;loL.L id.eals,
a higher IT,oral tone that dislikes all
~..,
,216
ment w1tn hlS ODservatlons.
I"

_..

~n

t::;a-~

is in dis:agree-

_
,Iact, one ~2nas

~o
t

..

nave

the impress ion that there were two s:.:)ir its t'i-l;].t fouS'.::t for
the control of Bacon's soul, one of a mcralized view of con
duct completely divorced from his own practical advice and
one saturated in a calculating prag:TI2.tism.
Simulation and

Dissirnula~cion,"

suppor-ts

.,.

·C11 lS

fiis essay,
'--;

lG2cl.

is reflected the uncertainty of Bacon's character.
secular attitudes of 3accn's

~ind

"0f

EcrQin
The

apparently were the

stronger because theor1d1y considerations seem more power
ful and are colored by some suggestions and
of questionable morality.

adv~cc

that are

Zeitlin claims t-.;.at 3c:con's moral

tone of 1612 was supplanted by a growing worldliness, a
quality engendered by his personal experiences between 1612
and 1625. 217
The differences Ll style are obvious, as 'VIe 11 as are
some

elemc~t2

of content.

216 Ibid . , p. 508.
217 Tbid., p. 513.

For example, Davis notes that

lJ2
II

. tIle

i~.1dicL:...te

cssa.ys

l<'lt.C

(l

sl-l~·_.Et.

£L-c...·~:'l

c.j,~C

iilustr~tio~'

aphoristic style whlch cut off 'discourses of
and 'recitals of eXdDples' to a
hortatory style--and

~ore

~iSbly

il~:3,gistic one. ,,213

2:L1

fro~

vinced that in content Eacon shifted

'
219
a 11USlons.

willi3,mson sugges"cs

c~~ell~she~

L<.,v'is is con

a

pra9~atlc

l~age5 a~d

ethical view of his topic by use of

t.11c~ t

u:Cy

to an

support by

.3Cccon in his later

life may have mellowed In his attitude tcwarc:. rc.ethods, that
d aphorlsms
-,
.
f or me th 0 d s. 220
Bacon surrenaere

."
,
h
OrlglnalLy.e

thought aphorisms the proper way in which to verbalize ideas
that did not pretend finality.

In his later life, his

increased use of concreteness and organization modified his
aphoristic style.

Williamson contends that Bacon changes
contribu~e

his style where it would
•

.!-.

lmprovemen~; ~.

~.,

..!-'

lD

~ne

to his plan

new essays

0

f

-,

la~ar

o~

constant

., . . .

eal~lons.

221

This change is facilitated by the addition of connectives
~wo

and illustrations,

e:Gments that are most

repr2se~tative

r
21 8 Walter ~.
D2Jis, "The In-iagery of Bacon's La"ce War;",,"
}.'lLQ, XXVII (June, 1966) , 163.

• a

.

2 ... =.1 Loc . Cl.t.

220'11'
Wl lam30n,
22171);~
o.
~.,
..i

::-2.

180.

cii:.,

p. 1[,0.

109

of traditional

rhetoric~l ~c~hGds.

firlis11i11g touc118s

\v~l1ic·rl :ce~Cl:~
~~lis

antithetical balance of

"che

L:':C()fl

s~=~llc

recelve furtl-.er enlightenll,ent when
"Of Studies,

11

a,:':'c~

(~tc~:>~d

stc:.~rk

sCJft.CIl the

OLe

rnan~2r a~d

style will

:ccaC.3 &.ne\;1 eS3'-.y

from the edi tioc'l o£ 1625.

will see that the beginning and

develop~e~t

essays can be explained best by

un~crstanding

circu~stances

of Bacon's thought and the

t1-:e

form2r work.

Observation of Bacon's change in

No. 50,

·~~c;.E

of

A student
Eaco~'s

tDc

charac~er

of his career.

Grenier illustrates this matter by noting tDat the phrase,
"wri ting maketh an exacJc man," taJ<.e3 on ne\'1 h,earling when or.e
discovers that Bacon is writing about effective reading prc
cedures. 222

Grenier adds that Bacon also

sugges~s

that

writing and collecting of notes, digests, commonplac2s, and
other such exercises, based upon material having

~ee~ re~d

and studied, is the basis 0:2 a frui-tful re3,c..ing/.lri t::'ll.g
program.
Herein lies the secret both of Francis

Baco~'s

philosophy

and his method--the commonplace book W:1iC:1 served z<.s an aid
to the imagination.
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~~dvancement

idc~s
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8:1visioned.

to t.1".. 2 di SCQ"'.J2::::l

fllc21':ory

~n

L ..

l~lCJ

":.:~"~C

an &pho_:istic style to

lC2.T~i~g a~d ~bhcri~g

Tl1e P:corn:jr; of

in the

:::cc:.o\..l2r~'
~~~

J_n

of

~~~c

g~2a~ rencw~l

he

1~::-'''fTJl.~~12_r.1c::)-", a.~c~~~ ·~.;~2:...::;c~ nC~.e::-~,

ai L10Ug-h not precise.y the sou:cce 0:;:: I.:acon' s E" .. ,c:vs or other
of his writings,

is

gathering the ldeas

0.:1

indicatiO:l of

t~at

would

..i_ "1....... ",

4-1.i. L,..:

gerrnina~e

his ambitious Great Instauration.

:'l1C ',_,,110~::

.18 l:lse-.:. in

and 6evclop into

?romns-lL<.e rL.at8rials

filled with proverbs, antitheses, significant words and
phrases, figures of speec:"1, a.no..l09 ies,

and=i',J.o'c~tions

from

the Scripture are the materials out of which he fashioned
his philosophical
philosophy to

work~.

whic~

Li~e

the fruit of science and

he often referred, the fruit of his own

intellect needed the benefit of experience for
ripening.
process.

The Essavs are a pertinent

~£llowi~g

i~lustration

and

of that
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Studies serue for pastimes, for orna,~c~~s & for a.ol..l..l
ties. Their chiefe vse for ?~s~irnc is i~ priuate~2s anQ
retiring; fo= or~a~e~t2 is i._~ disco~rse, a~6 fo= abil~tie is
iudgement,
For ex?ert ~2~ c~n cxec~t2, but learned men are
fittest to iudge or C2n~ure.
To spend too ~uch tiDe in them is slout~, to vse them
too much for orna~ent is af~ectation: to ffic':«':8 i c::.dgemen t
wholly by "chei::- rules, is t.he Ll.UrnOUr 0:: a Scr~~,l18r.
They

perfcc~ 1\~4~ t1; ~:.:-l.~,

a~ld

2.re lJc:::- fect2,~ J'J'.! 2:{pe::-:..en.ce.

Craftie men conti~u2 t~~Q, sj_~)12 m2~ 2dm~.~e ~ha~, wise
"-.cn vse them ~ 1."0::- they "ccac:l. Lot c~',--;e~,-r CI\\Ct:.e v""~, jy:,t tn2.<.t
is a wisedome withou~ them: and ~boue them won~e by oDser
uation.

Reade not to
and consider.

co~tradict,

not to belieue, but te waigh

Some bookes ar2 ~o bee tasted, ot~erd ~o bea swallowed,
and some few to bee chcwe~ and disested: T~at is, sc~e
bookes are to be rez.d enly in F~rt8s; others to be re~d,
but cursorily, and seme few to be re~d \~olly and with
diligence and attentio~.
Rea.ding ma;"-·3t;1 a f .1L~ Dell, cOl--;:.-2r(,LCE. c .~eG:jy,-".; :",an, and
\·;riting an eX2.C':~2 li:•..i{l. j.':d t:l.e:,'8,'ore :..f c. r . vlrite little,
he ha.d needo 1'..2.-:2 c.. gr,,'L. i"er )rle i:.: '::-:2 (:JLcc.;r:':'2 li::tle,
he ha.d neede ~l.a\.:e a. pre.ent: ',i,~:,l.d i::: hE: read2 ::"it:;:;le, he
had neede hat.e r:.uci1 c.1:.. . :: l:.-..g! ..::0 s,--emc to :~no\\7 t,r.a 1: he doth
not.
I-iistoric3 rna~(e r:~e:1 vvise ?oets
subtle, naturall Phy~o30?~ie ie8)e:
and R;1ctoricke able -'':;0 cOLcer.d.
1

v/itt:~_c::

Morall

t::~e 1{:at~1c:[~1::·~-l:i.C}~2S

gr~~a,

Legicke

L:G
O~

Discc·:,,:::,-~)c.

Sonle in tl~.i2ir di.3cJLL~;C.' (Lc~i.. :c r~, ,-,;",,2r cC;':-lrch~,:..- (c.: l...io:.l. cf
vlit ir.i. being" 8.b1(; to t:.\. .:..0.0 cl=_~_ a.l~SL-~ . L-:,-~t.,--,':::;,
~~l-~ C''--: 2- '2.S"(;".:'"':"ic.n:
::...£
~L
t.
\,,-;2
:::2
c-L
in disccrni:l.g v71--"2,'~-: is -(..:CU2
to /:'~-:'C-,'1
c
- ,
·.-~C:. -C.
- -_-'~" \.:~ ~_C_2 ;)C'~
\vll..~-t r~1i.g11t be u,-·
ar';"A ~iO-~
,'~c~-:;e
...L.'
"
.
.:,d
l;i12,':-(.L~\::S
i;i_
..
GJ:
_,-,
..
'
:
'
·:..~~~::..;)T
~:_~~
na~2 cercalne Cos~n p
lees
.
gooo; ,.nd Wcl~l: v2.iet:L_ w:;i.c:: },,:'..'1de O~." ~)CLi:';:":·. :!.E:
i.3 fer tC.lG
l- .....

I

...... '_ ':".J":-=':

-~

~ ~ .I. .......

l

most

p~rt

tedious) an6

~~2

a.~d

·~hcn ri6icL;lo~s.

TJ.'1C honou::ab::"cst: ...,:Cc 0::: to.::":, 2, is to su.c1c t:.·C Gcca
sion, and aga.ir.G to ill,. ,;,ra'~L G. pC~"'sc t:o SC:C2v,ial: "-_.S(;.
It is good to va-:::ie a::J.c l".lX:2 spe:.:c'" of L'1e ',:)1: sen~ occ~
sion with argument, tales with reasons, ask~ng of uestions,
with telling of opinio~s, a~G iest and earLcst.
Eut some thi~g2s are priuilecgeorom iest, ~amely
Religion, ma.tters of sta.tc, grc2.~t ~e=c_~3, ~~y ~a~s pre~ent
businesse of importance, and any C~3e ~hat ~~se~~~t~ pittie.
He that questione-.::h much sf.all ::-22J:l18 riiuc:l, and content
much, specially if h3e applle his q~estions ~o the skill of
the person of whoffie "(.2 asketh, :[0:::- he shal giue tr.ern occa
sion to please themse::"ues in speaking, ~nd h~m~~lfe shall
continually gather kLow~edge.

If you

6isSE;ili~~ som\:ti~es YG~r ~(~o~le~ge

are though~ to k~owe, you
know that you know not.

s~all

bee

~hought

of

th~t

another

you

~iille

to

Speech of a r"ans selie ~~" not. S .)od Oft.2~:1 c:.r.J i er."2 l3
".
bu·;: one case, wh0:.:eiL G. E',c.,Yl '-:2,~! cO~"';.lL:2r:.(1 ..' lllI.38 -,.:... (:; \";"ll 1 g\~Jod
grace, and that is In cc~~en~ing vertu0 i~ an~ _he:, espe
cially if i t be s~c~ ~ vertue, as wher£~n~o h~~selfe ?re
tendeth.
..,

Discre·tion of speec1.. ~ j ..c~ l:'.ore then ale) .:ue:lc3, E.n3 to
-g"-e-,,,,iy
~'C
1-'~m
,,,c
.'.'" T':~O"""-'
0-'8'-'
~ c.
-, 'Yo'~e '-'-"'s'to
et
J..
ClJo,J..L..
L...
l.LLH,
'Iv.J..L..l.l
\/'/J.l lLil.:.-: we
o....:- ,"
...........
1-0.1..1.
speake in good wordes C~ in good order.
,·~lKe
..,c:a.-'
sD

J.~i.i..-

A good continued s?8ech ~ithcut a g~o~ s~e2c~ of inter
slowne3se:
a~d ~w S-:o~ ~8~~Y c: SGco~d
speech I wi thCiU t. a (j;..)c,~l ~3C-t: CfJC2 c~-~ ;3'}lC'-i/C;t:~: ~ '_-~,:lll ,iV'ir~CS.58 ~~.r:d
weaknes, as wee see in bca~tes that t~as8 t~dt are wEah~~t
loc~tion shewe·~h

~2

I t is a.
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-c to (Jade
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let it be w~·~h so::c 6_LS-Ll~C:lG~,
yc; 1 ,., _1 __ ~J =-.- <J\'/
l~t it b,=.. \'lit:j, c()~1d._~t~~_cn,~ if \fOU. -......~. __ O ..;'/ ~~is
counsell, let it: be vit:h o::"lc:icsi,rj' £t.::::t:h~r :::-ec:so;J..

opinion,

li i:3 :not ion,

Of
Co::;tly
rl~la~\:2"C~1

fo~_lo\":·2r3

3.re

~":)t

-.

"..'

f'ollQ~~~~ a~\~

j".'J.," :l.~:..:' ~lC;~

tc be

..

~:'.j,~,:~C.i

l2o,~~ t.vy1~1il(~

a

Dlan

..,..

his -~rair~2 lOJ:19"C'l.' r~\.~e TLaK8 ~~is ·.Iil-~S::·S ;~,{'. . ort€~, .L
reckon to be c03tiy D0"~ t~e~ alol:8 w~ich c~argc tje purs2,
wtich are \~caryso~e 3.~d iGportune j_~ SUt23.
Ordi~ary
following ought to C:~12.l1ense no h .. ;tar con~~tion3 t~2~
cOLntenance, recommen(ation and protection from w:::-ong.
J

Factious fc~.lo~12=S ere ~;~rS2 'to ~8 li:(~d, which ~ollow
not v~on affccticn to hiD w~~h W~ODE ~~ey r~unse th0iliselues,
but vpon discQnt~ntrr2n~ conceiucd against SOilie ot~~r, where
upon com~;only inStlet~1 that ill in-tcllige~ce t~at we many
times see between great personages.
The following by certaine states answe~able ~o that
a great person himselfe profes~eth, as o~ Socldie~s to
hi~ that hath beene im~lcyed in the warres, and tho li~~
hath euer beene a thins ciuile, and wel~ ta~cn ecen in
Monarchies, so it be wit~~ut too muc~ pa~pe 0:::- popularitie.

w~ich

But the most >cf',crable kir,d of fol1_ovTi,:; is -to -:O,:e
followed, as one that c:?prehe~deth to adua~C2 vertue &
desert in all sottes of perso~s, and yet wnere the~e is no
e~inent oddes in SUf:j.2i2~cle, it j_3 ~ette~ t(
~:~kE~ w~th
tl1e n~ore pa.ssa.ble, tr-~e:i wi t 1'""1 "tr'1,2 iTtOre c~b~e .
~(''-~ souer·:tlmcnt
it is good to u~e mc'~ c~ one r2nc]c2 e~ua~ly, for, to
countenance some extraordi~arily, is to make t~em insolente,
and the rest diGcon~2~~, be~ause they D~y cla~me a due.
But in fauours to V:3e men w~th much differe:;cE: and election
is good, for it mak~~t ~te ~ersons preferred ffio~e than~efull,
and the rest more officious, because all is of fauour.
It is good not to make too ~uch of any ma~ at first,
because one cannot ho~~e out th~t propo~tio~.
To be goue:::-n2d by one
with many is worse; ';'..1t to
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is li<:tle £4 r i ,~; l-l~~; ,) ~1 J-1J ..L;.1 t ;:.0 v.' , . _, .........,.,:. '-.- , l .. ,-ll.l ~.2Gst 0.::
21.11 bet\\;eene eClu2.1s, \'/hic:i vl<':'3 wcrlt -:[0 'j:>,~0 lTlClSll.i-fi' 0..
r2.l:'1o.·~
that is, is betw0cnc sup2~iour cind infe~lcLr, W~038 fo~·t~ncs
may comprehend the one the o~her.
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Soc. -c~. s .

I·la.il.ie ill rC3,ttG:CS c..:..c8 \Tt:.ae:::.. ta,~(t~:l .. a -'"j nlar1~'/~ :jCO,-l toatti2rs
\vit11 ill lTlindes.
SOrl":2 2Y:1Drclce Sc.-~ ~ \"'''~1ic-~-l :1,,-,L.ez· i',.22n.e to
deale effectua.lly i~ ~~e~, 2u'~ if t~ey seG :h~~2 ~;~.y be ~_ife
in the matter by SC~2 other me~n21 ::~cy w~ll L2 CO~~8~~ to
\'\-irlIle a, t11anke 0:::- t~~<e ~, seco;-~d re\io.l'"d.
Sc:r12 -tc:.J<:e hola.e

of Sutes onely for an occasion "CO crosse SO;:,,8 0·i:~1er, or to
make an informatio~ wherof they cou:~ not otherwise haue a~
c,pt precep1:, wi tr10'J. t CcLre \-v~ia t D2CGr~-:e uf tl-.. 2 ~u -:C2
'I//J,len
tha.t turne is serued..
:.\"ay sOl'~:e Vll.~.cr-:':d.}(e Sut23 ~/i tl1 a full
purpose to let t~eill i~ll, to the e~ae ~0 gra.·~if~e t~e
aduerse partie or com~0titor.
i

Surely there is in forte a right in euerie Su~e, either
a right of e~uitie, i~ it be a Sute of Contrcuersie; or a
right of ~ese~t, if it ~ee a Sute of petitloG.
If affec~ion
leade a man to fauDur the wrong side in iU8tice, let h~~
rather use his count2n~nce to compound the m~ttar thc~ ~o
carrie it.
Ii affec~io~ :ead a ma~to iauour t~E lesse
worthy in desert, let hlm ~08 it, ~ithout ~ep~d~i~g or dis
abling the better deseru~r.
I~

Sutes a man ~oth not well uvderstan~, i~ is good to
referre them to sorre friend 02 trust a~~ iudgeLisnt, that
may reporte whether he may deale in ~he~ Wlt~ hOler.
Suters are so ~istasted ~ith ~elai23 and a~ 1e3, that
plaine dealing i2 dL:.!i~g to deale in Sutes at ~ :s~, an~
reporting the succes~ barely, and in challE~dgin no more
thankes then one hath deser~ed, is growen L~t on_ .y honour
able but also gracious.
In Sutes of fa~our the first co~~i~g c~g~t to take
little place, so tar forth considera~io~ may bee riad of his
trust, that if intel~~~e~ce of the ma~ter co~~6~ not
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To be ~gnorQ~~ of c~e v~~ua 0": c.j ~\ ... ,_''''::
~s well ~s to be ignora.nt c~ t~c ris~~t t~~r2,~.E is wa~t of
conscience.
-1
'~
-1..." ....

, L .:....

Secr2cie in Sute3 ~~ ~ sr0a~ ~ca,n(~ cf c~t~iGi~g,
voicing them to ~ee in forwdr6~e~ ~ay ~i~c~~rage som2
of suters, but dot~ q~icken &n~ ~.W~.:(2 o~~o~s.
But

t~lll1ing

of t:l2

0~1t.e6

~S

t::e

ri:--.ci.?2J_J_,

~or

k~n~e

t:~r~""lI~~-lS

sa.ye not one~y i~ r2spec'~ of ~~~e p2r~on ·~h~~ s~o~:de s~aunt
it, but in re~[act of those whic~are like to cro~sa it.

Kothing is thought ~o easie a request to a great parson
as his letter and ye~ i~ it bee not in a good cause, it is
so much out of his re?utatio~.

Of

ZX~Jetlce.

Riches are for s~endingJ ~nd sp2nding for honour & good
actions.
There;ors (~xtraor6inarie LXP€~C2 Dust ~C2 limit8d
by the worth of the Occ23ion; for voJ_~l~t2rie v~doing ~ay bee
as well for a mans cOLn~:i~, as for the king60rnc o~ heauen.
But ordinarie expeGce ought to bee limit8~ by a m~ns estate,
and gouerned wit~ such regard, as it be withi~ his compasse,
"and not subiect to d8c~i:e a net abu.::;e 0 f f· ,::uc"·C1t;.:, ;:. nd
ordered to the bes"t s·,'.L:w tr,.:i t the :Ji:"s . .1<' 18 }:)e lesse then
~he estimation abroad.
i

It is no ba.senes for t~e srea"t.2st to d2scel:·~ 3.DC look2
i11to tb.e:'r own.e esttl":8.
Sc:ne for~:J2c. r~ i'~ .:.0-:: \7~?C)~-1 r.L·_:::~-;li
gence alons, bet ,::'oc"o.::.iL~ 'to brins" ".::.hcITisel as ix_:=) M, ,ancholy
in respect ~hey s:-,a11 L,:1d;;; :. 'c broK.E:n. 3c. ~ 'do:L:::"§.§.. c ln~10t
bee cured wi t:10U-'.: S2c.,,_~~._"<_ .eJ:l..L.

Hee that cannot looke into his owns es~atc, had L3ade
both choose well those who~ he impioyeth, y~a and chanJe
them after.
For new are more tirnerous andasse subtle.
",
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Physiti2~S a,rc some of tj~:-J so ?12~5io~.- 2.2d cc}~~c~ma~12
- to t112 (lllr.1ours of tIle ::J3.tic:-:.t as '~{1_::~~/ prc.:::..~.:.~~ "l!.)
tl~(-:: t.'::·~,2
cure of the disea.se; aDd SO~8 othe~ 2rc ~o :esu~(-.c i~ Fro
J

c28ding according to Artc for the ~issa~c: ~s t~?y r~~pcct
... .c -~ • ...,..; --. t"1
h
.--, -/ -:' ..:
n
.,= oL.~
-- -) .. < ' ,- .."\ .. ~ -~ "..Inc
r - -....
F
SUl...l..l'-'-Len
J...y LLe
'-.UC_~..:..Od c~
'-, ....•..:::-' .::.Ju.,,,
•. ,c; ..• L.
o~
a middle te:T,per, Cl" i.:: i'c :r:2.y 1',OC bee £o~mc. in Ol',~ :.... ::1,
compound two of both sort.s & fo:cget . . . (Ect2:
LLSt :"'ine
not reproduced from the Huntington ~ibr~ry cri:inal,

. ~nOL

.l- ...:

.1-

.cO

Of

Ecno~r ~.nd

... -...;

Re2utati;)~.

The winning of honour is bu~ the rcue~~in3 of a ~ans
vertue and wO:':-"'::!.l. wi tr:ouc disacu6cc.aS'':;' for: GOL. ..' i:l their
actions doe affEct Honour and l·e~);.;:t3·cicn; vir-,icIl. sor'c of IT.en
are com,nonly much talked of, but inwardl.y l.it·c::"e aifi:ircd:
and some darken theL::- vercue in the S;-u2W of iCc, 30 as t~ey
be vnder-valeweo in opinion.
If a man performe that which he., t~l. L·Yi: ~: ":2:.2 (.;. -:::'t~cT':1~)'ted
before, or attempted and g~u2n o~er, c: ~a~~ ~2en2 a~~~icU2d,
bLlt. r:ot vlith so good circumstance, [.'2 s~:a.l:L _ml"Cr'laSemo::e
Honour then by effecting a matte~ of grea.ter difficultie
or vertue, wherein he is but a follower.

If a man so te~per his actions as in some one of them
hee doe content euerle faction or combination of peoplc,
the Musicke will be the fuller.
, .
A man is an ill husbcn:d of filS EG~our t~at entereth
into a.ny action, thG failing wherei~ ~&! diL:I~5~e hlm ~ore
then the carrying C{ it through can h~nour ~_m.

Discreete

foll~lers

helpe much

~o

reputation.

which is the canker of 3cDour, is best extinguished
by dec~aring a mans sel
in his en~s, rather to seeke merite
then fame, and by at~ri~J~ing a mans succeS3es rather to
diuine prouidence & _eiicitie then to his ve=tue cr pollicie.
En~ie

The true Marshalling of 'che degre£s of 2~~~2J:a.ig~~
hJnour are these. Irl tl-~e fj_~·~.3t place are ~~':~~~::.;0...'.-i';..:~! fouJ.:~~crs
of States. In Jche ;:;ccor,Q place are ;.egjJ lc.t.Q..I..,::.s ~a\'/S ~ . ..:..,rs,
which are also called second founc.er", 0:'::'" :::..:-::.::.::.::_.t.':· Lori"~C::;Y-oS,
because they gouern8 by Lie;; ir o:::.-d:.::2..jc::s,:::, c.:, f"C2:L·L.'~'::Y .::.r:3 ;0;-12.

_L. 7

In

third place

~he

101'19 l1'liserlcs

of

LLr(.;

__

h_]:~_~.-: ti-):::-c~~:i.,

ciu~l.l.. \'j~1::rC:3,

c:c

suel!

i;.~C··,

':""',,,-.,

,-jc"i:"",~,\._>L

.. _

.:l.r

"':G

'=.J~J.:

'~'=~lc;

: l .. o

scrui tude of strz,~:1\JC.'':_~3 o=:::- "t~~,~:LC-'J.l·~3..
I~-l·l..:2
J~")'c. ..:--L:,
f' .z:.ce
a.re P ro-:)a q2 "to ro S 0 r lJ ro~~~, \"-l-~':: '_.~,~l-::::':' ::3 ~~'_j=, .~ _:~/ ~ D.C l-l~;
11onoura,ble warres 2r:.la~l.J-e tl~~,_ir ·:el.~ri·~c).J::"'·'~~
':'2 ;-~(j-::<Le
defence a.ga,inst Irlu:::-elcrs..
,:,- . :;,-".5. i:1 t:'""';.2 1.3c.:-~
,-=:c ,':~,_=-G ?:·,~~-=r::...~
~~:: ~a,
W11icll ra, ignc -.L U0 t 1 ~r a rl6. rr:2.}cc -:~-:.2 ..~ i~·.. ~ ':':'. (~-,·~~~'C)c.. ~:. _"..e: ~0 in
=--~,_~,-)nl

.J... ....

I

( .. ::"

;;.:

.L-'--'

l

ti10Y liue. Degrees of llonell:C in. subi-ects 2:":'.:0 fi:cs".: ~~::,~~~~",,-c i pe s curart~.n: t110 SE.: dl.Jc-:l \\Tllo1-L~e P r ii"'12-2':> d02 ci i s cr~c~l. ~)C: tile
greatest waight of ~hei= afi2i~es/ t~o~: ~~g~~ ~~~d~s (as
wee call tl'"'lei.-:l.)
Tr12 :'"'ll~>:t. are lJl=_cc:~2.. T~)(?~~J"i-_/ gTcat le0.d2~~s,
such as are Princes/ Lieutena.~ts; & ~o t~2IT D( ~a_~)le s~rGices
in the wars. ':L'he t~li:c;~ <c.re §~L_oc::L . :C2-:"rit.3, SGC~l ciS
exceede not this sc~~t i~g to ~ec so:lac~ ~o _he SOGeraigne,
arld ha.rmelesse -'co t_le .2ople.
A_~.;.J. ~cl·1e fO'u~rth ~~:~c.:-clt=L,'__ 3 L~,
such as haue great place vn6er Princes, a~d execute their
places with sufficiencie.
I

Of Faction.
Manie haue a newe wisedome, indee6, ~ fonf 0plDlon;
That for a Prince to gouerne his 2stats, O~ fo a s:eat p
son to gouerne his proceedings according ~c th~ reS~2cts (
Factions, is the principal part of poll~cie. ~~2r2as con
trariwise, the chiefest wisedome is eit~er in crder~ng those
things which are genera 11, and wr.orein m.:;n of seue:cc.ll
Factions doe neuerthelesse agree, or in dealing wi~h corres
pondence to particular persons one by one, 3ut I say not
that the consideration of Factions is to ~e negiected.
Meane men must adhea:ce, but great ~en t~at ~aue strength
in themselues were better maintaine ~~e~6elu(,3 indifferent
and neutrall; yet euen in beginn2:Cs to adheare so ~oderatly,
as he be a man of the one Pactio:', . whic:i is p2),ssablest \vi th
the other, common.ly gi-ueth best way.
The lower and wea;'<:er Faction ia the

fi:c,"~er

i-n co,'liunc

tion.
When one of the F~ctions is extingu_shed, the re~aining
subaiuideth which is good for a second 7~c~ion. It cc~menly
seene that men once placed, take in with ~~C cGLtr~irie fac
tion to that by w~ich they enter.

~:~j
t: ,-,
1'118 Tra.i tor i11 =~~j-c~ic,::,s l-iS:~l. t.~ ~f S ::Jc-,.:..~-.:. " ..../,. i' \\~.,~ ,-.~AJ.
rna.tt8rs h.::~uc stucJ.::.c loriS irl Dd-=-l'-;-L.c~:.·. . SJ ,-l-~_ ','/i~lr~i:-:0
one lua.11 caste-er: t~1(;:-l11 dIld l!,..>~: se·~t\.:-c.~-.i. al~ -..:::c.. -t.>ian}~c.:s.
_L L..{

~lh2n
SO:-~le

.....

.t-\...J..L

£

( ) .l..

Of 1IC::Socia'cins.
It is genera,lly

b2t~2r

to

~e&le

by

spe2c~

:~2l1 ~y

l2tte~,

,~

a~d

~1

Letters are good WllE.:n a rr:a.li \'/8'Jl~2 C~J.:.~2\/! 2,1': a~1S'-:lO=:C~ :Oy~ 12';ct..;::r
bacJ<.e ana ine, or 1,\'T:_d i -~ rna '\.1 ~ C"~ rGe :cor a. m~-..l'1~: i. ~~~ t~ f i ce:. tio~'"'..
af·terwa,rds to nrodl.:ce 11'=:"5 O\!I/~le 12 "L:"c.er .
'l\") 62c~.~8 in. :221--80:11
is good when a man~ ia.ce b~eedes reSar~, as cOillillonly wit~
inferiours.

'ili
il

.~

1

~

1
~

~

.~

1

by the

mcdi2tio~

of a -third'2

t~~~ ~y

a.

~~,ns

s2~fe.

~

.l

~

Il1 choyce o.~ ilJ.stru~ni'-ts i'c is ti(.::·~";:2:-" to C>lO·:)32 ~~i2~1 of
a plainer sorte tha-'c d.:""2 i ike to cloe -'c~1a·:: tha·.:: is cC;··,',1i t.·ced
to them; and to reporte backe agai~e fa~t.hfully ~~e U2C2sse,
then those that are cunning ~o contriu2 GU~ o~ o~her mens
businesse somewtla t to g"race tl-12se 1 UGS al-lc' \:li~ ~ .. -~el:Je tb.e
matter in repor~e for sa~idfac~i8ns sake.
l

It is better to found a p:r~cn W~l~ who~e one dEales
afarre off, then to fal vppon t~2 JO ~ J at first, except
you meane to surprise hlffi by some s~or~~ ques~ion.
It is better dealing with men in ap?etitc:: then with
those which are where they would bc.
If a man deale wi~h an other v~~c . 0 ...... j __ -l:io~1S.. tr18
sta.rte or first p2~fo~rn2nce is a,ii, w~~cb z: 2~n can not
reasonably demau~de, excc~t eit~er the ~atJre of t.he t.hing
be such which must goe before, or els~ a ~a~ can perswade
the other partie the
~e shall sti:l ~e2~e ~i~ i~ some other
thing, or else ~hat he bee cou~ted the honester ilian.
All practise is to ~iscouer or to worke: men discouer
themselues in trust, In passion, at vnwares & of necessitie,
when they would haue somffi~at donne, and cannot find an apt
precept. If you would wor>:.2 ar.y mo.n, yeu mU3t (,ither know
his nature, and fasiions and so 12~~2 t~~ ~r ~~s e~ds, and
so winne him, or :-:.i3 \1ea:<:E.:1esses').
:LSd
.•L::c.g-.::S, a"1Q
0
awe him, or those that hc:me inter'--"s·c .J..i~ :., . • c.~1d so <jol:c:.ne
him.
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